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ALISON TILSON

A Notion of Freedom

She came into the room and sat down. She couldn't get away from the thin wail
of the baby sifting through the quiet morning air. After a while it became easier
to ignore a baby's cry - or so she told herself, hoping it would soon become true.
She pushed the trendy orange tea pot to one side and sipped at the edges of her
Earl Grey tea. Less than a year ago, life had been so different. Two years ago she
hadn't even been married and thought perhaps she never would. She had been
Miss Carlylle from Social Welfare and an excellent officer at that. Her fingers felt
over the surfaces of the hand-potted mug. She noticed the baby starting to cry in
a different key. Then she thought of it. She could even see it in her hand: the
same old green referral form sitting on someone's desk. Gloria Johnson. 6 years
old. Referred by class teacher X at State School Y, Number . . . Socially maladjusted, rejected by peers (learning retardation), suspected maltreatment at
home. Urgent case.
Behind her the sun flared on the window. For several inches either side of her
right arm, on the table, there was a shaft of warmth.
The night before Max had been talking about freedom. "Darling", he'd said,
"there's something I'd like to talk to you about. It happened in today's third year
seminar and your opinion may help me clarify it, if you've time to chat. Freud
was mentioned actually: as something the French existentialists were reacting
against." He picked up the carrot peeler. "But it was about Sartre really and his
notion of freedom."
She had gone on cooking while he had paced around the kitchen busily taking
up objects and putting them down as an accompaniment to his cleverly weighted
thoughts. An occasional pause of movement and cessation of sound. Suddenly a
further thought. A slow development. Then a question, rhetorical mostly.
It was just after one of these, she remembered, that she had spilt the cabbage
water on her hand.
"Max", she'd said, turning. "Tell me something. Did you find out anything
more about that job in the Psych. Department?"
"Psych. Department?", he'd said, looking injured. "What job? Damn you,
Janey, you're not listening at all to what I'm saying, are you?"
"You know. That tutoring job Margot told me about. The tutoring job. You
remember Max!"
"What?" He had suddenly sat down. She had noted the change.
"What's wrong now?", she said. The cabbage toppled off the strainer into the
sink.
"Nothing. Just that you never listen. But I suppose it doesn't matter."
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"Oh. Don't be silly, it's just that ..."
"I didn't have time to ring about the job today. I'll do it for you tomorrow."
She had served the rest of the dinner in silence. When they had finished eating,
Max had gone with his books, quietly, to the lounge-room. Later he'd gone upstairs to bed and she'd ironed the baby's clothes. When she had finished, she also
had gone to bed. The bottles could wait until morning.
She wondered, alone, today, about freedom. As a truly free act, she could kill
the baby, take it calmly to the freeway, wrap it in a grey blanket, and leave it in
the centre lane. Or take it to the toilet in the backyard, dodge in amongst the
tools and quickly flush it down the U bend. Bye bye Gloria.
But she knew she wouldn't. Although the thought made her uneasy. Maybe in
a few hours she would hit it. She'd done that before. She'd picked it up and
rattled it and held it up to her face, shoulder level as though it were a full grown
person, swearing into its face.
"If you don't stop that bloody crying, I'll bloody well punch you in the bloody
head, you dirty little bastard. Why can't you shut-up? Shut-up. Shut-up. Why
can't you bloodywell shut-up?" She remembered she'd sworn a lot. "Shut-up",
she'd said and thrown it into the cot. Then she'd given it a push in the back and
gone crying from the room itself, terrifyingly guilty of what she'd done. And
scared.
The bruises were the hard part. They stared at her. Days later. They reminded
her of what she'd done. She looked at them once or twice, into their flabby, ugly
yellowness on soft, soft skin, and hated it all so much she'd thought of doing the
job properly. Really. Not just for some philosophical notion of freedom. But because she couldn't stand it. The small blue eyes always looked at her lovingly.
They loved her and had no memory. Or seemed not to. They recognized her as
familiar. And the accusations of the bruises were worse because of Gloria's unknowingly trusting eyes.
She could imagine it all now.
"Good morning Mrs. Johnson", they'd say. "I'm from Social Welfare. 1 wonder if 1 could come in and talk to you about Gloria for a few minutes."
She would lie of course. She would ask them in, offer them tea and talk intelligently for a while. She would lie about Gloria. She would talk about psychology
and education herself. Be the professional. They'd never know then. Unless they
had read the articles that say professionals do it most. But she'd give enough clues
so they might think they'd found the cause anyway. Another cause: slight marital
tension, or jealousy over a preferred younger child - if there was one then - or
a hit on the head in a minor car accident, a fall down the stairs, or perhaps a high
fever at an early age, or separation, separation from the mother before six months
old. But it wouldn't explain the bruises, she thought. The bruises were the giveaway that found her out. She couldn't even wheel the baby down the street that
last time in case someone looked into the pram. She could never get rid of those
bruises, in her mind. And she couldn't keep on explaining them away to others.
She pulled across the tea pot and poured herself another cup of tea. The crying
had stopped. She noticed the silence. It hummed all around her. Suddenly she
smiled. "Of course", she thought to herself. "It won't go on forever. She'll have
stopped crying before she goes to school. And there won't be any bruises then for
anyone to see."

6
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ALISON TILSON

Sydney

Time was running short. I anxiously searched for her and all I could see was a
silver snake stretching within the filth of a bursting railway station. The train
extended. I put the case down, stood solidly with my satchel between my two legs,
and plunged my hands into the warmth of the pockets of a pair of non-descript
formerly brown jeans. Lyn was saying something about a blue coat; Max remarked on the cold; my father stumbled in with a rug, another suit-case and a cardboard box; Elizabeth was trotting behind him; and a long way in the distance,
near the bend of the train, I recognized a camel-coloured coat. I wanted to run,
but my feet remained squarely and firmly beside my satchel. Her's were running,
hesitantly, but running towards me. I smiled and waited.
" ... in the train", said Max.
She put one arm out, then let it drop to her side and stopped, smiling, in front
of me.
"Hello. . . . How are you?"
"Good thanks. How about you?" The words were too awkward.
"Great." Silence.
Silence in which neither of us knew what to say.
I looked at her immaculate clothes, and long black leather boots that covered
her long thin ankles.
"You look nice", I stammered. "I like that coat, and the boots are great.
You're looking well. When did you ..." I noticed Elizabeth.
"Elizabeth, stop that. Come over here at once and leave that alone. Come on,
quickly."
Dad started firing questions at me and I answered him. Yes I had all the cases
and no I did not leave anything behind. Yes I'd bought platform tickets for them
and yes it was time to go down. Carriage 7, Berth 5 and yes I'd write soon.
She picked up Elizabeth and asked about her dolls and Humphrey Bear and
then dropped the squirming bundle to the ground and looked at me.
"Elizabeth is growing, isn't she? Where's your Mum? I haven't seen her for
ages."
"She stayed home", I said. "Too cold and all that. No, it's alright, don't
bother, I can carry that. Here, let Lyn or Max take it. Max, grab this."
"Sad to leave Sydney?"
"Sydney's marvellous. Hold Elizabeth Lyn. I hate leaving the beaches. Look
Beth. See that? It's a big truck that they carry all the cases on. Then people don't
get tired from carrying the heavy cases."
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Max was half-way down the platform. She and Lyn had started talking about
clothes, so I picked up the rest of my stuff to cart it to the roomette. They all
fOllowed, like a whole lot of animals, noisily talking with no-one to listen.
"This is the bathroom", I said and backed further into the corner. "And this is
where the bed comes down. It's bigger then. And there are four lights. See. And
how about this?", I said leaning over them all, "a place to hang your stuff."
They had seen it then so they started to straggle out and down the crooked
passage.
"That's nice", she said.
"Yeah." She had two deep oval scars on her forehead, still there from the accident. Her hair smelled of Blue Clinic, bitingly clean, perhaps a little dry. The
ends weren't split. It was a little longer.
"Well, we'd better be getting off. The train's about to leave", proclaimed father
as he started to go.
"Bye Dad", I said, "I'll see you again soon. Thanks for everything." Dad got
off with mathematical precision and care.
I knelt down and grabbed Elizabeth.
"Gotcha. Come on. Are you going to say 'bye? Give me a kiss and be good
for Mummy and Daddy. Won't you? Good girl. Bye bye now. There's Daddy.
Go and see Daddy. Look, he's waiting for you. Ta ta."
I stood up and faced Lyn.
"I'll see you Lyn. Thanks for coming. Say hello to Craig and Jeff and everyone. See you again."
"Bye bye", she said, hugged me, and followed Elizabeth towards Dad. A nice
sister. Hard to talk to. Rather gangly, but nice.
I turned. "Guess I'll see you again." Her eyes Were deep set and seemed to me
then uniformingly magnificent. I didn't want to her to go.
"Wish I could have arranged things", I said, "to have had lunch with you or
something, but you always have it at work, don't you?"
"No."
"Oh", I said and wondered what the hell to do if she cried. Or if I started to.
"Anyway, give Mum a ring and chat to her. She'd like that. It might cheer her
up a bit."
She was abrupt. "I hate good-byes. I'd better go now, anyway. Next time
you're up come and have tea for old time's sake."
"For what? Oh? Old times. Yeah, sure. I'll see you. Bye. See you."
I cracked my head solidly against her jaw as she touched rather than kissed the
side of my face good-bye. She stood there a while and looked at me questioningly,
smiled, patted my arm, said "Be good", and got off.
"I'll be off too", broke in Max. "Better go into your roomette and wave from
the window."
Then he was gone too.

*

*

*

*

I went into the roomette where I dropped myself onto the seat, fiddled around
awkwardly with my cases and pretended to be occupied by the things in the
carriage.
I felt as if I was leaving them all, saying good-bye to them all without really
saying good-bye to anyone.
When I felt calmer, I looked out the window at the whole group of them and
tried to look natural and relaxed. I was wondering when I would see them again
and what Elizabeth would look like grown up. The glass effectively cut off all
sound and intelligent communication. It was like looking at people who weren't
8
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really there. I felt like an animal in a cage, but carried on the whole procedure in
idiot fashion. To see her I had to press my face to the glass and peer down towards the gate. She was standing reticently behind the group, and looking generally rather exhausted. Trying to wave to all of them was the hardest part. Like
dishing out equal portions of care. Elizabeth was crying. Everyone looked happily
uncomfortable. Finally the train started to move. We waved more enegretically.
She only waved once and, when I caught her eye, pulled her lips together in a type
of smile, but not quite. Then I had to look at Elizabeth and Dad and Lyn and
Max. Max ran along a while beside the train. I couldn't find her again. The train
was too far out. The station poles whispered past and I sat back to take a last
look at Sydney.
Elongated city dust and grit merged into squashed suburban clean dirt. A milkbar; a row of houses; a lamp post; more houses; a station; posters; lights; more
houses.
I hadn't even thanked her for coming to the station.
I hadn't told her anything I'd wanted to.
More houses; two dogs and a child blurred into dissolving trees.
We had said nothing. Nothing at all important. We were both too embarrassed.
Embarrassed with her! Hell!
Another station. Monotony. Everything was running back to the city. I stood
up despondently and wound the blind down. Then, reluctant to let Sydney go like
that, I took one last look at suburbia through the open slats before I wound them
shut and sat in the dark.
That was goodbye.
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ANDREW McDONALD

Out of My Depth
The men are all long gone, died off,
leaving a scatter of women to make
singular ways into the headwinds
of their seventies. Each tacks
under her own peculiar handicap,
trimming her sails to exiguous weather:
one aground on the foggy reef of cataracts,
her sister crumbling with spinal arthritis;
and the pernickety ones, withering to bone
or blooming into loony corpulence,
prey to thrombosis and television.
Their hands are knob bled and spotted,
swollen and soft; I lift rag-&-sellotape bandages
to dab ointments where leathery skin has split,
easy as wet paper.
Halfway to threescore and ten,
I'm clearly a marked man, can feel
a sharp wind slicing close to the bone.
Maybe this is what sends me running
a mile up the beach on caving legs,
staggering far past my seedy endurance ...
or explains why in grim weather I find myself
bellowing at slap-&-tickle in the arms of the sea,
watching the indolent water show off its muscles,
that tireless flexing of waves under imperishable skin:
and for the sake of the tart froth cresting along my nerves
playing fast and loose with the piled up slippery tons
in the teeth of a carniverous rip that draws me winded out to each/
and the nextj and next repeating breaker
that rolls and heaves like death the green leviathan
surfacing to greet this Ishmael, wild and whooping as a boy.

10
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KENNETH GAUNT

Taj Mahals

She was quaint. A dry, pathetically vivacious woman, almost like something out
of Livermore. Clutching an empty bag to her ribs, she hurried, weaving her practised way through lunchtime shoppers. The city footpaths counselled her, nourished her.
He first saw this strange entity outside Central Station. She was bustling along
in a herd of intent faces when suddenly, it seemed quite plausible then, her
clutch faltered and the plastic shopping bag fell to the pavement. As people detoured, she glanced up, catching his eye. She muttered, good naturedly. The kind
of mutter one expects from an embarrassed shopper. He responded with a flicker
of reserved sympathy as he passed. Then she was beside him, once again hurrying;
this time in an opposite direction.
"I'm going to be late again," she said, without finality.
"U's always a problem."
She chuckled and, accelerating, strode ahead; drawn toward that mobile destination. Another instant and he found himself facing her.
"Wait a minute," she resumed, "You look a bit like the man who ran off with
my daughter." Fumbling in her pockets and glancing almost happily at him, she
produced a photograph of an undeniably attractive young girl and her bearded,
vital, surf-ingrained mate.
"Your daughter?" he sighed, non-commitally, wondering where the connection
could be between this crunchy old woman and the Kodakolor beauty.
She shrugged. "Ran off with her, he did. What do you think of that? What
sort of bloke would do that, eh? Just ran off. After everything, too."
"Hmm ... no respect." He was half envious and half considering which shop
he would duck into.
She went on. And on. Somebody had moved her Taj Mahal. Worse, he had in
all likelihood entered and despoiled the monument, the beauty she had pieced together with her own flesh and blood. Though her eyes twinkled and she chuckled
after each tragic detail, he knew that her daughter may as well be on Mars; something decidedly inhuman had taken her away, ruined her.
Men's wear. "Hope you hear from them," he said, turning into the store, feigning interest in a shirt he could never afford, "Bye." The woman mouthed lightly,
flashed a courageous grin, and merged into the crowd.
WESTERLY, No. I, MARCH, 1979
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Poor old bitch, he thought, she has to try not to appear keen to talk. It's sad
really.
He fingered the shirt, paying his dues to a salivating assistant. Then, again on
the pavement, he wished that he wasn't a student and could spare enough for a
milkshake.

*

*

*

*

The other time was at the big demonstration. He concluded that she followed
crowds, hoping to pin an unsuspecting ear to her woes.
Bored with the speeches and toying with the idea of blowing forty cents on a
quick coffee before the march, he was strolling around the fringe, alone. When a
familiar plastic basket landed at his feet.
"Sorry," came the almost mischievous voice, "jeezes it's hot."
He grunted and turned attentively to the rostrum. He applauded with the
crowd. The corner of his eye watched her move off with purpose, once more to
some unknowable place. Her bag now irreversibly captured under her arm. Then
she stopped. came to his side. Evidently she didn't recognize him.
"By the way, you haven't seen this feller have you?"
He looked down at the picture. "No, sorry."
"Ran off with my Nola. That's her, there," she said, caressing the print, "Pretty,
isn't she."
"Mmm."
"Sure you haven't seen him? He'll be around. That sort stays around. They got
the nerve." She laughed, carelessly. Then, reminiscing, she went on: "She was
always a good kid, Nola ... oh but the boys, the boys ... Nola was always popular with the boys"
The old woman reeked of the story, he thought as he voted to march.
"He'll be here. Oh yes, he'll be here. I'll get him sooner or later. I'll hit him
like this ... " She gesticulated with the bag. And giggled. "What do you think of
that, eh?"
He forced a smile. Some punishment for the plunderer of the Taj Mahal.
Seeing someone from the campus he stepped past. "You get him," he murmured. She shrugged and grinned, storing away the pain.

*

*

*

*

Peculiarly, she recrossed his mind that night.
He waited for hours outside the watch-house, his mind filling with names. Just
names. Some attached to parents, irate or tired; there to bailout estranged
'children'.
When his friend was released, spirits high from a time of defiance in a cell
crowded with demonstrators, they strolled at his weary pace back to the car.
Suddenly a shrill, continuous croak invaded the still night. It seemed to come
from the sky: but the sky was dark and unmoved.
He stood, frozen, pierced by this sinister, revengeful river of noise. His friend
slammed the car door. Apparently unaffected.
"Christ, pretty spooky eh?" he played.
Yeah, thought the other, dazed. "Probably the Martians bringing back someone's lost Taj Mahal."
"Well we've all lost something," said his friend, drily, like something out of
Livermore.

12
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DAN MIDALIA

Exit Now

She tried to leave an explanation for her friend. She couldn't, so she wrote: I've
decided to go back to Narromine. Sorry. I've left twenty dollars for the rent.
She left the note and the money beside the bowl of freckled fruit on the kitchen
table.
The kettle boiled. She poured a cup of black coffee, no sugar. From the kitchen
window she could see the taxi approaching, slowly, searching through the street
numbers. A careless sip of scalding coffee, eyes watering, and the rest of the black
liquid was emptied into the Sydney sewers.
Opening the front door, the cold morning air assaulted her nose, fingers and
ears. She stepped outside and waved her acknowledgement to the taxi. Thank God
it didn't sound its hom. She went back inside, put on a heavy woollen coat, a
leather shoulder-bag, and picked up two sleepy suitcases. They weren't as heavy
as they appeared.
Look around: the note on the table, an empty flagon of wine on the carpet;
switch off the light, the sun is starting to blister the kitchen wall; close the door,
kil-I-ick.
She turned, re-aroused the suitcases, and walked down the path. She stopped to
check the letterbox. Nothing. "Stupid thing to do," her whitened breath muttered,
"Posties don't come at seven o'clock!" The two suitcases were gently tucked in
beside a fresh smelling tyre in the boot of the taxi. She opened the back door
and edged inside. A heater had been playing Apollo. "Take me to the Central Bus
Terminus, please," she said to the taxi. She didn't look back; she only saw a
greasy, white-speckled head in front of her. It was like a painting she had laughed
at in the Art Gallery, but it wasn't very funny.
The buckle on the shoulder-bag fought against the thawing fingers as she tried
to get to her purse. She took out three dollars and crumpled the paper in her hand.
Apollo began to redden her cheeks. The engine coughed to the city.
"Three sixty," said the taxi.
She fought the buckle again, and found the coins. The suitcases were heavier
as she lifted them away from the sweating tyre. The taxi waited impatiently. Slam
the boot shut; inhale the unbumt petrol. The taxi went off in search of other
numbers and other suitcases. The air was still cold.
Inside the terminus, only the floor polisher was active. She went to the counter,
ignoring the offer of a three week tour of The Sunshine State. "Narromine". "One
way". "Yes". "Thirteen fifty five to Dubbo". Money on the counter. "Leaves in
thirty minutes". Ticket in her hand.
Chairs in any city terminus are the same. Sticky cold, vinyl and chrome, and
puffed with air. A windowbox of the Snowy Mountains asked for her. She sat
WESTERLY, No. I, MARCH, 1979
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down and felt the chair sigh. It reached for her through the denim jeans and
pushed away the woollen coat. It knowingly leered along her thighs and around
her hips: "I went to the Snowy Mountains a few years ago," she offered pleadingly, but the chair didn't want that. It wasn't cold now. Her mouth was dry, she
began to perspire. Her scalded tongue was swelling and her throat was tightening.
She looked around and through her glistening eyes she saw the neon: "Ladies".
She rose; resolutely walked to the door; open it; no one else there; race to a
cubicle and dry retch again and again.
Empty, exhausted and trembling, the cold water on her face offered some relief,
but her thoughts were running fast. She had to stop-slow-calm down. Her heavy
breathing became more rhythmic-controlled-timed. She rinsed her mouth again,
and dried her face. Looking in the mirror, she took a deliberate breath, and then
went back to the waiting area. She remained standing.
"Hey Miss! You can get on the bus now," the counter drawled.
She carried her suitcases to the bus and left them at the entrance. The door
closed behind her. She sat in the third seat from the front, on the right. The suitcases grunted as they were thrown into the luggage compartment. The door opened
and said: "We're not gonna make money on this trip. Looks like you're the only
one, love". She didn't answer.
"Just you, eh! Your flatmate said she'd be home tonight. We were gonna have
a drink and a small party." The two men entered before she could reply. "Here,
have some wine." A flagon of Riesling grinned at her. "I'm John, this's Kev. How
long have you been sharing this place?" Nervously: "About two months, but ... ".
The flagon belched: "Just you, eh! When's she getting back? Here, have some
wine".
The bus broke out to the brighter street. She watched the yawning traffic. It was
rapidly becoming crowded, but the bus chose the openings carefully, showing the
experience of many journeys through the preliminaries of the task.
She found a magazine in her bag. The pages flicked over to "Andrew's True
Love". Her eyes went from word to word, down one and a half columns. She
didn't read. She watched the window-view change.
The city traffic gave way to suburbia, and then the bus reached into the slums
and a splattering of farmlets before it caressed the bushland. The engine groaned
and grunted its way over and through the mountains. Then it idly purred when it
saw the plains on the other side.
Narromine was dotted somewhere on the mapped horizon. Mum will be
washing the floors, the dog, the clothes or the neighbour's baby. "Cleanliness is
next to Godliness". Fresh red roses were in a china vase on the table. "Wash your
hands and I'll get you something to eat". The bathroom smelt of pine tree antiseptic sweating under virile aftershave. "Your father will be home soon. He'll be
glad to see you. He couldn't understand why you wanted to go away". Her bedroom was the same as when she left-except for a minute crack in the mirror and
a scratch on her favourite doll; and despite her mother's efforts, the air was stale
and bitter. She coughed and closed the door.
"You don't mind if we wait for her for a while, do you?" She shook her head
and tried to say "yes". One sat on the floor and the other one squatted over the
corner chair. They drank from the flagon. "We've been building roads in the
Snowy Mountains-driving 'dozers and graders. That's where we met your friend,
when she came down to Thredbo for the holidays."
The bus droned on through the country landscape. There was nothing of
interest here. It may have seen this road before, one road being much the same
as any other, but it was another journey to notch up on its odometer. Those
numbers were turned over with self-indulgent pride. Inside the thoughtless bus,
14
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she watched the melancholy landscape and, conscious of the vibrating seat, thought
of Narrornine.
"Has anyone told you, you've got beautiful hair. I like long hair. Don't worry,
I only want to feel how soft it is. Hey, Kev. Feel how soft her hair is. Isn't it
soft." The callous hands caressed the hair and eventually held it firmly. Her friend
did not come home until well after two o'clock but each of the footsteps and
movements were heard. She wanted to say something, but it was after two o'clock
in the morning.
"Qon't worry, your hair is beautiful just the way it is." The well-scrubbed
hands beckoned. "Come here, my girl, come here." There was something wrong.
Her mother was at the neighbour's place. "Let me feel your soft hair." Her father
was usually at work by this time. "Come here, please. Give me the brush." And
when her mother came home, she asked: "Why is your hair in such a mess?"
The brakes in the afternoon sun screamed as they brought the heavy bus to a
halt at the Dubbo station. She got out, collected her suitcases, and walked inside.
She had to put the suitcases down and use both hands to close the door behind
her. "What will it cost to go to Melbourne?" she asked the counter.
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HELEN JACOBS
1.
I do not think we will explore
each other more
but rest
on what we have touched together,
ha ving come to kindness
gently.
And I will fail you over and over
turning outwards
my competence,
not asking you to say what
you need me to reveal you
to say.
So we will both walk softly
on the ice
of kindness,
which with care may last
across the dark water out
our days.

2.

I have shelves full of glasses
and pottery, bowls and
copperware, that over years
I gathered or accepted,
accumulating the line, the shape,
the colour of some moment.
They brown and shine now.
And although I would not
willingly break one,
my hand so shaped to them,
yet I could walk out of the room
and not once turn back to them.
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3.
Caesura, pause,
The biscuit coloured waiting rooms
heavy with womenWhich I child thought
was before the walls rainbowed
the steam clouded up
the wheel tapper gave the code
to the joumeyingBut the rails were fixed
to other waiting rooms
heavy with women.

4.
City Office
The problem is
always turning
to growing things;
remembering
the softness
of my son's cheek
the last time
petal pansy, magnolia,
bare black-brown
of wet oak,
milk of rauriki.
I live with the streets
crane dancers
drill din of sirens
kettle drumming gear changes
coffee signsand all the earth dug up
structure hardened
sand to columns.
Forms that have dying
but no birth-giving.
These I live amongst
but plunge my eyes
into growing things.
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5.
I will not regret the leaves this year
but remember that children played here
like kittens in paper, and later
rolled blazing guns, curled in,
touched down in them.
I scuff through crisp sounds,
sniff the first dampening trunks
darkening in still rain falling
straight in April, with leaves falling,
on a day that parted to brilliance
amongst trees circling hugely wet
in sunshine, powering motionless,
leaves a gesture only of confetti
on a continuum-beginningthat I reach to
still standing
in heaps of leaves.

6.
The real conversation was not
between you and me driving
late to the airport,
the flat observations about
time and sport weatherbut the message between him
and me, the small dark man
on the empty holiday street
turning in winter sun,
turning wholly to the fat
straight-ahead woman,
lifting his hands precisely
shaping his mind encompassingly
intensely to her.
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7.

How the hills come in,
velvet,
into the valley of
high walls
piling deep into the small
steep stream clefts;
firefly evening lights
scattering
the promise of
early years
on the loam
home turned,
valleyed to an enclosure,
to green winter roses
moss .....
which hid footfalls
to the wider green sea,
the rocks.

8.

Between the edges
of the marram grass
and the rain forestson the narrow moon slips
between rock crescentsbetween the waters
that beat up
that we flowed fromthat beat downbetween the land lifting
and the sea breathing
we tenant.
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ANNE LLOYD

Visiting Family on a Court Order
Your sky-blue shorts, too short for decency,
as the car reverses down the drive, and then only
the shirt with immaculate racing sails picked out in white
sharp as medals waving; a salty sort of smile.
My apron snatches up fast, zealously undramatic:
with you off to the wars, crusades at least, it should be
silk handkerchief, a lily-white wrist draped listlessly,
perhaps even some more passionately fashionable
flutter of scarf colour . . .
But always the charger shuffling home, jangling
metallic armour like a second-hand Chrysler, and
around the stove, the sizzle of refrigerated meat,
your chain-mail's dishevelled as ever. Laughable
to think we could elegise with wine and oxen roasted whole
the warrior's home. Fat spitting vituperatively,
no other music, lute-soft words could soothe.

20
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MARGARET ELIOT

Practising

Light was shining through a small grate set high in the wall, up near the picture
rail. That meant someone was in the bathroom. Steam would float in through
that grate whenever the hot water was turned on in there. The smell of soap and
shit would drift in too and idle around the room and never quite leave it, joining
the smell of dog that was already imprisoned in the stale cold air.
She thought again what a depressing room it was: sour yellow walls; skirting
boards and window shutter the same sullen green; chair, mirror, chest of drawers,
all brown; bristly ginger matting; metallic blue sleeping bag opened out over the
mattress on the floor; cold flat light from a bulb hanging low in the centre of the
room.
Still, it was the spare room. They wouldn't have minded if she'd changed a few
things: spread something different over the bed, got in that big red cushion from
the loungeroom, bought some flowers. But she hadn't. Maybe tomorrow she
would. And she'd hang a few things on the hooks on the back of the door too that'd be better than throwing them in the lid of the suitcase. And they'd cover
that tatty fur coat that's there - that would put a stop to her wanting to turn it
inside out to count how many skins were sewn together to make it.
She pulled the sleeping bag up further and reknotted the shawl around her
shoulders, then stretched her legs out and turned the book sideways to catch more
of the light.
The light disappeared from the grate in the wall. Now which way would he
turn? Right, or left, along the hall?
'You awake, LouT
Why do people knock on a door with one hand while turning the handle with
the other? There was no time to do anything more than drop her eyes to the book
before his head appeared around the door. She looked up just slowly enough to
give a hint but he wasn't willing to take it. He came in, ducked to avoid the light,
and sat on the end of the bed.
'Do you mind? Can I talk? I feel restless and can't sleep. Fran's asleep already
and I don't want to disturb her by reading.'
She smiled and nodded.
'I've been thinking about what you said tonight. About how there's no point in
our keeping on living together if we end up hating each other. There's a draught
in here. I'll close the door.'
He closed the door quietly. The fur coat moved gently on the back of the door.
'All we're doing now is boring each other in bed, irritating each other out of
bed, just flicking bits off each other's skin all the time.'
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He blew on his hands while he talked and hunched his shoulders under his
sweater. She knew she should say 'get under the covers, it's warmer'.
'Do you mind if 1 get under the covers? It's cold in here.'
His jeans felt damp and rough next to her skin. His feet were cold. Now she
had to turn her head sideways to look at him and lean one shoulder against the
cold wall.
He went on talking, his thin fingers pleating up the surface of the sleeping bag.
'I know we have to change things but 1 don't know how to do it. 1 want her to
be free to do what she wants. 1 don't want to imprison her. 1 was pleased for
her when she had a fling with that bloke last year. 1 knew 1 got something out of
it too; we were so much warmer with each other. 1 didn't feel threatened at all.
But nothing seems to have really changed and things are getting bad again.'
'Well, what about getting a bigger place with more people and having rooms
of your own?'
'I know, you said that before. I know it worked for you. Fran was really
excited about it when she stayed with you. But you knew people to do it with. 1
can't think of anyone we know I'd want to share a house with, live with, be under
the same roof with, day in and day out.'
He turned his head to look at her. The skin between his eyebrows was creased
by a frown. Those creases are deep - he must do a lot of frowning these days.
She eased the crick in her neck by looking straight in front of her.
'So what's to be done, Lou'!'
'It doesn't mean much to talk about it when Fran's not here.'
'No, but maybe tnere's something that would come out with just us talking.
We've known each other pretty well for qwte a while now even if there's been
some time and distance between us lately. You know I'd think carefully about
anything you said - you've got a sharp nund.'
Sne tooked at him quickly, drew up her knees sharply and let go of the book.
H slid down against the wall.
'I can see tnree possibilities. You go on as you are, you live with more people,
or you split from each other.'
'My head knows it would be best to live with other people. But I don't feel
that way. What if we lived with more people and she started fucking with someone else"! It's one thing knowing about her doing it at someone else's place but I'd
get pretty upset if it was in the next room.'
'Why would you feel like that?'
'1 don't know. I suppose it's because 1 just can't let go of her. I'd feel jealous
of the other bloke. I wouldn't be able to get it out of my mind.'
'Would she feel the same if it was you fucking with someone else?'
'I don't know.'
'Yes you do. I do too and needn't have asked the question. She wouldn't. She's
said it herself. She's bored, restless, feels hemmed in, walled up; she's tired of
being accountable all the time, tired of being scrutinised, tired of just being there.'
There's a fourth possibility. We could go on living together as we do now and
change how we treat each other.'
'Just like that, from one day to the next. The new order will start at dawn: no
more sniping, no more putting down, no more paying back. The slate will have
been wiped clean.'
More of a sharp tongue than a sharp mind, she thought. But this is the second
time around for all this. And this mattress is so hard.
'You make it sound ridiculous.'
She said nothing, just stared at the wall. He lifted up his left arm and put it
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awkwardly around her shoulders, then curled his right hand under her chin, turn·
ing her face towards him.
'Don't be hard on me, Lou. 1 do want to change how 1 feel. 1 am trying to
make myself more flexible, more open with people, not so impassive and self·
controlled. 1 want to be able to talk about my feelings, my emotions, with others.
But you know it's not easy for men to do that.'
He was talking quickly and softly, almost whispering, his face very close to
hers.
'It's not just Fran who wants to change things you know. 1 do too. 1 don't
want to show my feelings to just one woman. 1 want to start loving other people.
Why do you think 1 came in here tonight?'
He was still looking at her, his brown eyes opened wide.
'I know you, 1 respect you, 1 can trust you. We're on the same side. We have
political ties as well as emotional ones. 1 know you're fond of me. Help me
change, Lou. 1 do want to.'
He turned away suddenly and put his head on his knees. His shiny brown
hair grew in curls on the back of his neck. She stroked the hair then lifted up one
of the curls and twisted it around her fingers. Was he crying? His shoulders
weren't shaking, she couldn't hear him crying, but perhaps there were tears on his
face. Maybe he expected to have his head cradled against the soft cushion of her
breasts. But her breasts weren't like that .. They were small and widely spaced with
the hardness of her breastbone lying between them. Not cushiony at all.
He sat up abruptly, pushed back the covers and stood up. He pulled his
sweater over his head and unbuckled his belt.
She shook her head and frowned.
He sat down on his heels at the end of the bed, sweater bunched up against
his chest.
'I just want you to hold me, Lou. To make me feel warm. I don't want to
fuck. I just want you to hold me close to you, close to your skin.'
She wrapped her arms tightly around herself and looked at him. So he had
been crying - the tears were still wet on his cheeks and his eyelids were red and
puffy. He looked tired. She shook her head again and smiled a bit at him but she
didn't say anything.
He put his sweater around his shoulders, then stood up and slowly buckled his
belt. He turned away towards the door then turned back and looked at her,
frowning.
'You're a great little theoretician, aren't you, Lou; but you're not so hot when
it comes to practice.'
He yanked the door open and went out, not stopping to close it. She could
hear him walking up and down in the next room.
She lay in bed and stared at the wall and wondered if Fran really was asleep
in the room down the hall or whether she was lying awake, listening and hoping.
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COLLEEN BURKE

My day has begun
Light stirs
probing
dusty dreams.
Black cats
glide arching their
backs claws bright
in darkwood.
The city
churns into gear
grinding slowly.
The
old Estonian bottle-oh
shuffles down the side
passage 0 good 0 0 good 0
he says to the line of
empty beer bottles.
The cradle
shakes she laughs curls her
toes around the world. Arches
her back turns over slowly
cries sees me smiles
delighted.
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Nothing breaks
tree shadows
tumble down the
hill.
A brown horse
turns along the
slow grey grasses
of summer.
Newly ploughed fields
tilt to the line of the sun.
Shadows crumple to the touch
of a wing. Nothing breaks.
A bird flies home.
Sheep clusters glow in the
last light of the world
downturning

A change of weather
the day closes in on itself.
Red gum leaves bright to touch. Cats
lie in wait. The rising
wind stalks the long grass and
palm leaves slither down the
lank green shadows. There will
be a storm to-night.
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EVAN JONES
About the House
for my parents

I think perhaps it ought to be set up
when the children turn out after all
not to want it, as a sort of monument
like, say, Captain Cook's, Ann Hathaway's cottages.
Frankly, I still don't know where it will stop:
the garden is changing: I watch it. One wall
cries for a picture still beyond my discernment.
All that depends upon a sense of wages.
Looking around, I find I'm written clear
not only in what seems to me elegance almost everything now bears my taste's stamp but by a kind of meanness. No oak,
one piece of mahogany, one walnut, the rest cedar:
everything sound without extravagance.
Plainness is prevalent, though some kind of trump
is played with David Fitts' paintings and one rug
hung in a place of honour (neither silk nor antique),
Look here and you will find me. Of course
for most of my life I scorned things for themselves,
excepting always books, which I hoarded like a magpie:
but then at last I overwhelmingly took
to wanting my own place to be at peace,
at peace with my own. Empty cupboards, empty shelves
still mark the time when my wife bid it all goodbye,
taking the kids. How hollow it all seemed then!
But still there were things that needed changing,
nagging me just by being not yet accomplished.
I plugged away: it's at least a second home
to the kids now. To me again and again,
empty and all and needing re-arranging,
it seems in some ways all I ever wished,
the home I never had. My parents' home,
God bless them, was never a resting place,
never the centre of their attention: they
were busy fortune-building for their family. In
their seventies, they're home-bodies at last:
their house receives their grandchildren with grace,
they have a place for everything, a way
of taking their children and their children's children in
with cheer and comfort. On the other hand, alas,
26
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the decor, the furniture, the furnishings, the fabric
of the house itself declare it all too roundly
no home to which I could ever retreat for more
than a brief visit: nervous, restless,
I want my own house with its dusky brick,
its shady disorderly garden: sadly,
I think that it and the children are what I have lived for,
all the rest epiphenomena, more or less.

Souvenir

For Talis Polis

Her first gift to me, in the stout cardboard box
of a city jeweller. I remember the shock
of disappointment when I unwrapped the tissue:
the plainest glass ash-tray, however impeccably new.
Tlnen I put it on the gleaming black table in the flat
where she was to join me. It was elegant, Swedish,
something to marvel at.
Taking it from the dish-rack eleven years later, I think
as so often before how sadly scoured and chinked
it is, looking, just as it did for that first moment,
like the dullest ashtray that would draw no comment
in any suburban hotel. I put it, though,
on the battered cedar table in the house that she left
years ago.
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DONNA HELLIER

"I Wonder who got the Piano?"
"I wonder who got the piano?",
queried my grandmother,
who seldom asks questions,
except when there is a good silence
going to waste.
And she cast hooded looks
at the fragile stemmed aunt Emmie in the mind's vision
suspending baby grand
on spindly legs
and burglar-eyed
prancing through the blinds.
And visions of ragtime Chopin
assail my numbed senses, the
leadweight thumbs of "artistic" Matilda;
unflagging, remorseless,
Tonedeaf, eccentric
and wholly enchanting.
"And those tasteful little pieces",
came the craggy old voice,
cascading over Matilda
and waking the cat.
"What happened to those?",
as she nonchalantly timed
the pouring of coffee and cream.
Huge Matilda,
always living on the third floor
of an antique shop ...
Matilda, like an overblown rose,
rioting through the chaos
to reach methat her bosom might catch
my ungainly tears as they fell.
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JOHN NOEL BRYSON

The Routine

I am sitting next to an imbecile. That's not kind, we don't label them now. Discrimination, categorisation, all that. But imbecile is right, perhaps clinically. A
damp halo around his mouth, and wearing a straw hat in the aircraft yet. I'm
too nervous. Jerky. Can't stay next to this.
Stalking me from the aisle, a flight hostess frowns without breaking her smile.
Be kind, it all says, won't you. She's the one who must have arranged a window
for his sliding gaze, shuffled him across my empty seat by his trembling elbow.
Tied him tightly down, and withdrawn, he nodding absently away to the stiffening
indifference of other passengers. Mortis De Rigeur. A window-seat needs one
keeper but my nerves won't stand the jangling of keys. Be kind, her frown says;
neatly repositioning the responsibility. Knowing I couldn't move to another seat,
couldn't be so ungraciously quick with the grateful dead all around.
But I need time to be pensive. To calm my reasons for flight. Isolate a pattern
of clicking chromosomes so compelling, that to escape a lover I scramble through
the hatch of any waiting aircraft. Leaving her sitting close to the phone. Again.
I need time to play back sounds of voices raised far above levels safe for comprehension, to riffle through photographs glossy with misperceptions. Our early
smiles through showgarden blossoms I said were fading. Our hands gripping over
the clatter of wharf planks fluttering with disturbed gulls. Counting the catalogue
of our uneven steps between colonnades in remembered museums. Fear had
already cast a wrongness to our poses.
Learn to cope, she said against my chest, with the dislocations of your emotional faults. But I need the time.

*

*

*

After thousands of miles spent high above the globe, escaping each city for
the next,
State Your Reason For Entering/Leaving
This Country: Lost Job/Wife/Friends
(Strike Out Whichever Is Inapplicable)
and chance meetings on these flights become events to be valued particularly for
a journalist. And a re-discovery that randomness is not unpatterned. Over the
last hundred flights, once sitting next to one of Sukarno's jangling mistresses, and
on another, Milton Friedman; to ninety-seven others who were, they claimed,
neither.
To one nodding fool, his grin beckoning crooked as a bent finger. De la main
gauche.
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He is going to talk to me.
No. Reprieved, as four hostesses mime the safety routine in mid-aisle. Smooth
hair and nylon blouses, a department-store showing of the summer special.
Safety orange.
Place over the head and pull
securely down. Inflate to this
season's bust size, thus. Do
not reach middle age until
safety clear of the aircraft.
For your own comfort, keep seatbelts. No smoking in the toilet.
He has been in an aircraft before. Letting down his backrest as far as it will,
into a dentist's chair. But he is going to ask something, make a contact. And in
a voice that will be a gurgling memory of tight tooth-clamps and sucking saliva
traps.
She said, I say, No Smoking In The Toilet. Yes, a very large airport, Sydney.
International together with domestic. A Boeing, I think. Lots of colours indeed,
green and gold, national colours.
Domestic means home. No it's not home for me either. I mean. I'll put
your hat.

*

*

*

I wish he'd leave me alone. Fifty-two point four million dollars, this nation
spends on institutions, keeping them in stainless steel doors and surgical forceps.
Drycleaning the white straight-jackets alone must cost a fortune. They should be
coloured. Safety orange. Fifty-two million, to tie their little friends tightly down,
and then all into orbit safely clear of the cities. Well, they've lost one.
This flight is going to be difficult enough. All escapes are difficult; prospects of
finding a fresh direction lessen with each increase in the need. An escape from
another lover, certainly, but one of wit, and an apparent honest kindness that gives
her midnight criticisms an unbearably rich veracity. She is fiction editor with a
modest publishing house. You should, she said lifting her mouth from the red
marks on my chest, exploit your best talent. She didn't say what that was.
In a voice wistful with regret, exposed my strained-one-liners as a defaming of
artistic integrity. Leave fiction well alone. Lie down until the feeling passes. And
screw her to the mattress instead.
Artistic integrity. A fiction writer is a reporter who doesn't spell the names
right.
And now I'm sitting next to this fucking freak.
The best passengers to watch are the practised sojourners, with as many hours
in the log as some pilots. Not because they know the tricks of easy flying, but
because they can skilfully abridge the most interesting parts of their lives according to the trip. The metronome of distance.
This is the five-hundred nautical mile story of my life. The eleven-hundred is
shorter.
But most of them are going somewhere.
The jet propelled ejector seat must be the loneliness symbol of our time. Whizz.
But there's nothing up there, doll. I've been.
This guy here, has no left hand at all.
The only time I can talk to her is when she is grinding her teeth. And then
she can't hear.
A mere routine, my lady says, of jokes in poor taste. So she will not help me
publish. In case I'm giving her the runaround, another Routine? Maybe that's
all I have.
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He must have been in an accident. There is a wrist in there somewhere, and
a round sac of wrapped fat that squeezes sideways strongly enough to be of use
as a thumb. Crooked arm, a crab's forcep.
Snap and draw out the pale meat, tendons clear and stiff as celluloid. Wonder
if he walks sideways? I wish he'd put it away. Who's supposed to look after him?

*

*

*

I needed to drop out of all that quick-on-the-drawers scene at the very time
she wants to fly. But there's nothing up there, doll.
She's been a nice protestant girl all her life. Without sufficient break, that's
part of the problem. Diligent at work and obedient at home. Married to a
lecturer in Optometry who lost interest in her after the birth of their daughter,
and he didn't feel the tension. So shortsighted he couldn't read the big F at the
top of the chart. Simply never noticed he had given her up for golf. Which is
where I found her, contemplating her navel, just nine and a half inches too highminded.

*

*

*

He has a strangely taut face, of indeterminate age. Either thirty-five or very
old, pallid cleft chin and lumpy nose. Describe it with artistic integrity:
Bent as a 1930 labour politician's/
Shapeless as a football after a wet game/
Hit by a Bondi taxi, the trams were on strike/
He is the other guy.
There.
No. Worse than usual.

*

*

*

He couldn't have been in an accident. It's congenital or thalidomide. His
good hand won't work either, poised forever just above his fly, stretching out to
touch. Hooked to his belt in a stainless steel band.
Yes, I'll polish your spectacles. They wouldn't get smudgy if you didn't push
them on with your. Hand.
I haven't done so badly by him. Admired his retractable ball-point pen, and
sugared his coffee. Not that it's been noticed, the hostesses don't seem to care,
treating him as if he were anyone. The pen is enormous, a foot long, a joke
made for the useless-gift market. It keeps toppling out of his pocket onto the
seat between us, where he pretends not to notice until I hand it to him. If I don't
notice, he nudges and looks away.
He drinks his coffee by holding it fast to the tray-table in the crook of his
crab's arm, bending down to it, and pursing his lips to make a straw. Ssss. Two
cups. And I'm right in line to have to take him to the toilet. To undo the jacketbuttons, round red saucers, and pull down the oversize plastic zipper.
Someone should have stayed with him. Who put him on this aircraft. Don't
ask me to take him. Just don't ask.

*

*

*

She is singleminded about it. More than a new toy. It has become the new
aesthetic, sexuality as the meltingplace of form and substance. I would want to
talk, and be smothered with a laughing pillow. Hey, I'm more than just a pretty
phallus.
In my case alone, I said, was the pen not mightier than the sword. Another
joke in poor taste, evidently.
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Imbecile is a bit hard. Certainly not very bright, his gurgling voice and the dew
at the ends of his clown's mouth don't help first impressions. But looking into
him is different. I had expected a ... vacancy of gaze. A hollowness.
But his gay blue eyes. Light as a child's.
He's been to Bali, for christsake. Is on his way home. Yes a bit hot for your
own comfort. For Your Own Comfort, he says, flapping a huge and empty sleeve
about across his face. I mustn't laugh. But a lovely place, Bali. And a toilet off
your own room yellow buses and shopping. That's where he bought the pen. It
does go in and out, indeed. Clever.
And lovely, the people.
Who looks after him? To Bali on his own. A Bit Hot, certainly, particularly
if your good arm is paralysed too, so that it lies there hooked to your belt,
looking fine. So that something looks good, even if it is a fake. Of sorts. And
if you wear a floppy jacket everywhere, like it or not, because you can't take it off.
Live with your family? No, live on me own. Used to be mother and he. But
she fell over. Down the stairs, down the stairs he thinks it was. Bump, bump.
And broke all her hips, the doctor says so. She stays in the hospital now, he can't
see her. Nice though, and the people lovely. Happy, she says so.

*

*

*

A mother. How old must she be. Small and Irish, to stain him with such pale
freckles. And she in hospital.
Or is she not really there at all, gone years ago, escaped the wet glare of those
shining walls by fading away. A wisp of clinical vapour. That's the smell in
hospital corridors: silent currents of escaping souls.
And they never told him. They didn't notice until she was gone for a month.
Fading away, too light to crease the sheets. Mealtrays whisked out untouched.
She transparent, a faded watercolour against the white bed, and undulating to the
draught.
Like watching the sunset, never see the exact instant of disappearance. Just;
gone. Mother's had the vapours.
He's having a shave! Shiny back cordless razor rammed into the stiff blueing
craw of his good hand. With the other, jerking up and down the thin stick forearm. I know some girls who would think that is something.
And he thinks it is something. Grin and nod and twinkle away. It is clever,
and it's fun to be clever sometimes, we each know it. Yes very clean, a little
uound the back, here. Great.
Since when has this country been sending defectives to Bali for a holiday? Or
anywhere. Not this community not us. Grin and bear it mate. Private Enterprise
Hails Restraint In Public Spending. He's not even a consumer. Goes to Bali and
buys a dollar-fifty's worth of funny pencil, and a new razor. No clothes, he's too
careful of them, special zippers, big buttons and all.
But that floppy jacket; he's been a bigger man.
Social security pension? Ninety-four dollars a fortnight and all the air you can
breathe. He couldn't save out of that. Rent, food, heaps of spare underpants.
Bump happily about the rounded edges of your room at home instead. Stay where
you can find the toilet in the dark. Weet-Bix and jam down your chin for dinner.
Plastic chinz melting to the window pane. Fools prefer the familiar.
The last time I was in Bali, was in Tokyo. The fifteenth floor of the TokyoHiyton. Lying silent on a dark bed with a young european prostitute married,
she said, to a Sarawak freedom fighter. She working to support the cause, and
his acts of immense bravery. And I trembling under the cool deftness of her long
fingers as she loosened the practised folds of my sarong. Surprised, she asked
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where I had learned to wear it. I found I could not truthfully answer. In the
face of her morality, proud as any puritan's, I could not admit the indulgence that
must tarnish the reply, however brightly I gave it. Oh, around, I said.
Calmer later, and tired, covered by a cotton sheet against a cool breeze.
Through the rattan walls, dawn smells from wooden fishing boats and knotted
rope nets, and dew clear in the throats of climbing orchids. The grumbling of
waking children. Children waking to the hoarse hawking of traders in early
marketplace filling with baskets and shouted conversations and rice from fetid
green terraces hung like trays from the sides of greasy mountain roads. In the
lanes, slim groups of girls, brown and dry in the midday sun. You wan' see my
bateek?
And in the temples, theatre. Theatre, ringing with brass gongs and patterned
under the beating of musical hammers. Prancing slow behind fearfully carved
masks, fingers rolled into scrolls in the air. Acting out the life and death of animal ancestors that were also ours. Holding high the meaning of our gestures.
Only for the villagers, squatting quiet as mute beggars in the aisles, indifferent
to the stiffening europeans on their hard benches, is this ritual a practised folding
of time.

*

*

*

Expensive for you to go to Bali, was it? I imagined it would be. Lots of
money. Yes, laugh, perhaps beautiful places do cost more. In a sense.
Take you long to save? Put money away for the trip. You have no money, no.
I thought perhaps. But getting so far, takes money. How did you?
People. People help. Some people.
Some people, indeed. My kiss for yours, whoever you are. A person here, a
person there. Stunned by the surprise of his gay eyes, too.
I don't think there is any more coffee. Sorry I thought you meant. Two cups,
yes I did notice how many. The toilet. I understand, sorry, the toilet.
No, not an outside toilet. Yes, a joke. I wasn't thinking. Of you making a
joke.
Not a bad joke either. More whimsey than my strained-one-liners.
For your comfort, the toilet
is situated well clear of the
aircraft. Keep to the centre
of the slipstream, which is
frosty and overgrown by cumulus.
Sure I'll take you. Big zipper and red shiny buttons. Hold on to your pen.
Lean on my arm and we'll shuffle out, the duplicated gaiety of a couple of
comedians. I'll shake the hat and you hold the stick. The sideways soft shoe.
Treat it all like a music hall. It's my role, too.
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SUSAN HAMPTON

Man on Verandah
sits listening, writing. In a deck·
chair, notepad on his knees,
he breathes out softly as Nature
creaks and nudges into Art. His
pencil slides. Bean heads pop from
the ground, the lemon tree quivers.
Air auctions its armfuls of sound.
This electric morning gives it all away:
a carpet of cane, complete with bird.
At the edges somewhere I hear
Simon recording his dreams (good and bad)
while I muse on the fact that beanstalks
grow an inch a day: no wonder the giant.
From what height then comes this whistle,
fast as Nature, slow as Art ...
maybe Simon has taught the bird.
Maybe the bird has taught Simon:
Man on verandah sits listening, writing.
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MICHELE NAYMAN

Peter
"(People) all seem replaceable except for the few who carry away
sections of our own selves which cannot be replaced."
-Cyril Connolly, The Unquiet Grave.

1
Peter gets up from the floor and changes the record. 'Instant atmosphere: he
thinks. 'wistfulness made easy.'
But it isn't easy. A pile of letters has arranged itself on the floor in front of
him, the chonology of a relationship. Pledges, promises, analyses. In handwriting
that is overwhelmingly familiar, overwhelmingly a part of him. 'I'm married: he
thinks, 'my wife is in India with a plumber.'
Lyn writes occasionally, still, signing her letters "affectionately yours". 'Bullshit: he thinks, 'affectionately bullshit.' But it no longer hurts anymore. They are
words on a page and they no longer threaten him. "Bombay is a city of contrasts.
The shanties speak of poverty, the skyscrapers of decadence or hope-I can't
decide which. Leon is well. He sends his regards." Just ink in a pen, words on
a page.
The telephone rings, explodes the silence. "Tomorrow?" echoes Peter. "I'm
busy tomorrow. Sorry David, some other time." Just sounds on a wire. Just
words on a page.
It is time to put the letters away. But Peter continues to read. He takes in
the words and their meanings, and wonders where they lost it-whatever it was
they had had. He had never tried to define it. 'I'm feeling maudlin: he thinks.
But it isn't true. He isn't feeling anything.
It is seven o'clock. It is Saturday. He regrets refusing David. He is not busy
tomorrow at all. It is lonely at home.
Peter puts on a heavy black jumper, an old pair of jeans, boots and a large
plastic brooch of two white swans. He doesn't shave, he doesn't brush his hair:
he wants to look belligerent.
Laurie had pleaded ill-the second night in a row. "Bloody waitresses," Bruno
had mumbled, "unreliable as hell." Laurie had pretended not to hear. "I expect
I shall be better by tomorrow," she had said.
She surveys her bedsitter flat-bed, fridge, desk. The objects sit stubbornly
and stare. Laurie decides to leave the books on the desk exactly as they areturned downwards, their spines in the air. A Defence of Skepticism perches on
the edge of the desk-mammoth, solid, wise. "However did I end up in Philosophy?" she asks herself, genuinely surprised. "Why can't I cope with anything
real?"
The beads in the doorway tinkle as Laurie walks trrough them. Tamani's is
chaotic with colours, voices, dimmed lights. All the tables are fully occupied
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except for one in the middle of the room. Sitting at it is a man with thick wavy
hair, black eyes, black jumper, finely-rimmed spectacles. He is thin. "Hello," says
Laurie, "do you mind if I sit here?"
"No." He looks straight at her. He is not friendly, but neither is he antagonistic. Laurie is unsettled by him. She does not know why. Sharing a table with a
stranger is a perfectly common occurrence. The stranger has not said anything
wrong. She shrugs and turns to the waiter: "Veal Mexicana please, and a
capuccino. I'll have the capuccino now."
The dark head of hair continues to look at her. 'It's the noncommital attitude,'
Laurie thinks, ' a sort of-indifference.' She fiddles with her shoulderbag, takes
out a book, proceeds to read. The coffee comes, and the Mexicana, and the black
eyes continue to stare.
"Why the swans?" she asks nervously.
The stranger looks at her without speaking. When he does speak, the words
are low, lean, angular. "In art nouveau," he says, "swans are a symbol of death."
He pauses. "They're so people won't take me too seriously."
"Is the diamond real?"
The stranger glances at his hands. "I don't know. I bought it at a junk sale.
It fits only on my little finger. I wear it so as not to take myself too seriously."
"I'll think I'll have another cup of coffee," says Laurie.
"Capuccino?"
"Please."
Peter motions to the waiter. "A capuccino and a black." Laurie wonders why
the words seem to cut her.
Peter lives in a cottage in a side-street alley. Its streetface is vivid orange,
the walls inside white. In the main room (the original centre wall having been
knocked down and a mezzanine added) is a stereo, a drawing board, and three
hessian covered wooden panels bearing photographs. 'It suits him,' thinks Laurie,
'he belongs here.' Something sideways catches her eye. "Coffee?" asks Peter.
"Yes," says Laurie mechanically, her eyes on a large photograph on the panel
closest to the kitchen. "That's Lyn,' says Peter, "I'm married to her." His voice
is chilling, impersonal. Laurie shudders. The girl looks exactly like her.
"I have to go," she says a few minutes later. "I'm expecting some-one at
ten o'clock."
Peter drives her home in his orange Moke. 'The car suits him too,' she thinks.
"Here," says Laurie, "I live here."
Peter stops in front of the block of flats.
"It's ugly but it's home," says Laurie bouncily, immediately regretting it. But
I don't say corny things like that.
"Redbrick, late fifties," says Peter. "At least it stands up." Laurie looks at
him nervously and makes to get out of the car.
"I'd better unhook it for you," says Peter, "it's difficult to do from the inside."
He gets out, walks around the front of the car, unfastens the vinyl covers. Laurie
climbs out, faces him awkwardly.
"Oh well," says Peter, "see you."
"Yes," says Laurie. She watches him leave and wonders why his leaving
should hurt her.
Alan came up the stairs at a quarter past ten. "Hello."
"Hi." Laurie handed him a piece of paper. "I lost my job. Bruno didn't even
have the guts to tell me himself. The note's written by his wife. It was pushed
under the door. That makes the second time I've been fired. Do you remember
the first? The pub on the corner - - ?"
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"Is something wrong?" asked Alan. "Why are you so tense?"
Laurie moved away, put on the kettle, took out the tea. "Nothing's wrong."
"Did anything else happen today?"
"No," said Laurie. ''I'm tired. I'm upset about the job."
2
Peter's house had no lights on. Laurie stood in the doorway hesitantly then
reached in her bag for pencil and notebook. "Laurie Michaels (Tamani) was
feeling restless, ended up here." She taped it to the doorhandle.
The next night she came home late. The note on her door read: "Peter
Sanders. We seem to be missing each other."
On Sunday there is a knock on Laurie's door.
"Hello," says Peter.
"Oh," says Laurie. They stand there. "Oh," she says again, "come in. I wasn't
expecting you. I mean, I wasn't expecting anyone." Talk slower, you fool. "Where
have you been?"
"Fine," says Peter before realizing the question is not how but where.
"Would you like a cup of coffee?" asks Laurie, and then "oh," she says, I
haven't any milk."
Instead, they sit opposite each other, again in Tamani's. Peter drinks his coffee
without talking; Laurie scrambles for things to say. His silence unnerves her.
After a while she too falls silent and broods into her cup.
"Shall we go for a walk?" she asks suddenly.
They pay, leave, walk without speak.ing. I don't know what to say to him.
Back at the fiat they sit on the bed and stare-at each other, at the walls.
"What are you thinking?" Laurie asks.
"Nothing," says Peter, "just looking at you."
He looks at her but it is as if she's not there. He doesn't make to touch her.
Laurie reaches for him, caresses his shoulder, draws him to her. Peter puts his
arms around her, again becomes still. They lie without moving.
"I've been thinking about you," Laurie says, not meaning to say that at all.
Peter kisses her gently but doesn't move.

3
Sleeping with Peter was matter-of-fact. Laurie lies on Peter's bed, in the dark,
unable to sleep. Peter had not said a word, not made a sound. Because of that,
Laurie had held herself back. He was so quiet she had not even noticed him
come. They had coupled completely in silence.
The second time, several nights later, Peter is warmer, but Laurie feels the
distancing still. She asks about Lyn. "I loved her," Peter says simply. "There's
nothing left of it. I don't allow myself to depend on anyone; I don't allow
anyone to depend on me."
"People need affection."
"Yes. I ask to be loved. But I reject any love that's shown."
"You sound like a B-grade movie-script."
"I am a B-grade movie-script."
Laurie continues to see him, but erratically. Alan is overseas, Peter remains
distant, aloof. Laurie broods. She cannot sleep. Peter notices her despondency,
though she manages to maintain a reasonably expressionless exterior, and feels a
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strange sort of power. She is Lyn. He is punishing her. And yet sometimes he
wants to make it up to her-Laurie-and ask her to comfort him.
One evening he is following Laurie up the stairs to her flat. Her hips sway,
she is walking lightly. She is Laurie, she is Lyn, she is a warm human being in
a sloppy grey cardigan. He is Peter, he is tired. He lurches forward, tugs at the
bottom of her cardigan and cuddles into her. He closes his eyes, lets her stroke
his hair. He doesn't notice that Laurie is crying.
The night is tumbly and relaxed. Laurie allows herself to let go a little more.
Peter is warmer than he has been, more gentle, and in the protective haze of a
half-strength Nembutal, Laurie finds the drawn-out silences less threatening. But
she sleeps only intermittently. The room harbours images. One image is that of
waking in Peter's. bed and watching him sleep. As if aware of her gaze he had
woken too and, his back still facing her, had swung his head around to look at
her. The focus in his eyes had at first been cold, then cruel, then empty. Laurie
had felt faceless. Another sequence: Peter waking in her bed, dressing and,
thinking her asleep, leaving without a word.
Laurie wanders in thoroughfares, in alleyways, and tries to make the city hers.
Business girls and executives scurry back from lunch-hour. Laurie is not a part
of them. Nor is she a part of the women buying groceries, clasping the hands of
their kids. Nor a part of the voluntary unemployed sitting in coffee-housesdirty clothes, tired skin, doped eyes. And she no longer feels a part of the university. She had intended the barbiturates to be only temporary. But she cannot
sleep without them. She cannot study. Alan is still away. Peter looks at her
strangely, sees her less frequently.
4
Alan returned early July. He walked up the stairs to Laura's flat uncertainly.
She did not know he was back.
"Hello," said Laurie. "I've been working hard," she added, in reply to a
question not verbalised.
Alan clasped her with his arms. "It's good to see you," he said and left it
at that.
Over lunch, several days later, he watched her, alarmed at the unsteady way
she held her fork, at the erratic wandering of her speech.
"What's wrong?" he asked at last.
"Wrong?" asked Laurie, "why should anything be wrong?"
Alan waited for her to continue.
"Things are not going well with my studies."
"What's really wrong." He said it as a statement.
They tumble into the bedclothes, caressed by the air. Alan watches the lines
their bodies make as they stretch out and arch. Lights flash in Laurie's hair like
splinters of steel.
"Marry me - - " says Alan.
"Right this very minute?"
"I'm serious."
Laura becomes still. Alan watches her in horror and grabs her by her hair.
"Laura!" he says, shaking her, "what is wrong with you? Look at me!"
Laura closes her eyes. "I don't feel anything," she says, "it's dead."
"What's dead? Us?"
"No. Yes."
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"You mean our relationship?"
"Yes."
"Then why are you pretending?"
"I'm not, I - - "
"Why are you pretending?"
They travel back in the car next day in silence.
"Please come back tonight."
"I can't," says Laurie.
"I'm sorry. I didn't mean to get at you."
"No," she says.
"I love you. I can't help it if I can't always play things your way."
"I'm not asking you to play things any way."
"But what have I done wrong?"
"Nothing. Everything."
"So why do you keep saying you love me?"
Laurie is quiet. "I mean it at the time."
"Well, why can't you sustain it? I never know what you're going to do next.
You turn on me so suddenly. You accuse me of stifling you. You say you do
not want to see me. Then you ring me up on the phone, say that you love me.
It's as if you love me in abstract."
"What's wrong with abstractions?" Laurie mumbles. "Some of my best friends
are abstractions."
"Only because you make them so."
"I can't be what you want me to be. It's not fair, Alan, to invest me as love
object. It's not my fault."
"No," says Alan bitterly, "nothing's ever your fault-it's definition ally impossible. You organize your life in terms of scenarios, and if someone tries to
write his own dialogue, say what he feels - - "
''I'm saying what I feel. I'm trying to be honest."
"You mean you're not lying," says Alan. "That doesn't mean there aren't
things you leave out."
"Colours!" exclaims Laurie, "colours!" And, indeed, colours vibrate everywhere, hanging in doorways, spilling onto streets. Laurie watches them fly and
blur through windows, dispersed by headlights, refracted by rain. She walks
through the centre of the city, bouncy, alone. Buildings, people, lamp-posts, cars
-all screaming existence, celebrating being here.
But there are other times too. Times paralyzed, transfixed by cars-fuzzy hazy
kinetic metal hovering above tar. Times in the middle of the road, Nembutaltoned, unable to move. Times running for trains, aware of the co-ordination of
limbs into flight, of the pumping of blood, the rhythm of breath. Running but
finding trees stationary, witnessing the disintegration of arms, legs, ears, mouth,
nose, eyes - - . Laurie screams in her bed, rolls over.

5
Monday. It is Monday. Peter wakes at eleven o'clock, stares at the alarm
clock, shrugs. He rings the office, says he is not feeling well, remembers having
fallen off the ladder the night before trying to climb to the mezzanine. 'Lyn,'
he thinks. 'No, it's not Lyn. I must stop blaming Lyn for everything.'
At four o'clock he slips a note under Laurie's door. He is not sure why. He
hasn't seen or thought about her for almost three weeks.
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He is already in bed when Laurie rings, late. She sounds chirpy, loud. Genevieve's?" she suggests. "Please not," he says, "I don't think I could cope with the
noice." He wants to go to sleep; he doesn't want to be alone; he doesn't know
what he wants.
"I'll come to you," says Laurie, "I won't stay long."
"Fine," says Peter, glad to have been spared the need of decision.
He puts on his customary jeans and gaudy striped jumper, potters around.
Laurie arrives wet, vibrant.
"Hitch-hiked in the rain. Got a lift all the way here."
"Yes," says Peter, aware that this is not an applicable thing to say.
They sit in front of the fireplace, though there is no fire, and sip tea. Peter
waits for her to say something.
"You seem depressed."
"Not really," he says. "Yes, I am depressed."
"Why?"
It is just a word, but it is the way she says it. As if it were a natural thing
to ask. As if she were interested. As if she were Lyn.
"I don't seem to care about things any more," he says. "That's an awful
thing to face-not caring. It's ridiculous getting depressed about it, I know, but
there you are."
'I understand you,' Laurie wants to say. 'I feel like that too.' She wants to
touch him, be a part of him. But Peter looks at her with the antagonism of one
who has opened up involuntarily, of one who wants to reinstate barriers. His
gaze is openly cruel, defiant, indifferent. Laurie stares at him frightened, torn;
and a part of her watches the situation from outside-clinical, detached. 'I will
get up shortly,' she says to herself slowly, rationally; 'I will get up, politely say
good-night, go home, take a Nembutal, wake up tomorrow and-and - - '
But something has been taken away.
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NOEL MACAINSH

Tradition and Australian Literature

The notion of 'tradition' in Australian literature appears to be as vague, confused
and indispensible as the very word 'Australian' itself. To give but a brief sampling
of views: We are told, on the one hand, by A. A. Phillips, that " ... all art is
grounded in tradition" and that the writer's words "draw their life from the accretive traditions which have alone created them'? by Alec King that "If our poetry
is worth reading it is partly because our poets are as 'old' as the traditions of
poetry-making which they have transplanted from the old countries to the new",:'!
and by Noel Stock, that Australians are just as capable as anyone else of producing major works "so long, that is, as they use the English tradition as a basis."3 On
the other hand, however, we are told by P. R. Stephensen that " ... traditions do
not make a literature, or Egypt and Palestine would be the most literary countries
in the world today",4 by T. Inglis Moore, that "For colonial poetry, the central
English tradition ... was ... an almost overwhelming handicap",5 and by A. A.
Phillips that defects in the poetry of Brennan, McCrae, Neilson, Baylebridge and
others are due to retreat into "the jaded tradition of English romanticism, which
had, indeed, come near to strangling English poetry ..."6 Similar quotations, on
both sides of the balance, could be extended almost indefinitely. Obviously, there
is an ambivalent relationship implied here. A. A. Phillips expresses this in terms of
a parent-child relationship, in which the child needs the parent, both as support
and as prototype, against which to define his own independence. Phillips discusses
the development of Australian literature in terms of this model, bringing in the
additional aid of a pendulum to figure the alternations of the Australian child between submissiveness and assertiveness, as against the English parent-tradition.7
As to the nature of the 'tradition' referred to by the critics, we find a variety of
forms cited, sometimes neutrally, sometimes prescriptively, with virtually no unanimity as to importance. Among the 'traditions' referred to, it is the 'Australian
Tradition', however, that appears to hold central interest. In general, this 'tradition' has been associated with metaphors of growth, 'maturity', national spirit and
race, as when P. R. Stephensen asks: "What is a national culture? Is it not the
expression, in thought-form or art-form of the Spirit of a Race and of a Place?"8
and "The history of all empires and cultures has been a history of rise, zenith,
decline, fall ... Our literature, our culture, should normally, during the twentieth
century, which is our second century, be a literature and culture of national expansion."9 A. A. Phillips writes of "stages" in "a continuous process of growth."lO
Vincent Buckley, in writing of "the healthy growth of our poetry" states " ... we
are on our way to becoming mature"ll and "the struggle of our poetry towards
spiritual maturity" has at "every phase" involved myth-making activity.12 Brian
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Kiernan has already commented on the role of Romantic literary theory in nineteenth century Australia, on the idea of "progress" in Australian literature. IS
It is not only Australian literature that is subject to historical change but the
theory of this change also; though this latter change has been little remarked on.
The organic metaphor of growth common to critics, as cited above, seems natural
enough in the context of the general theory of evolution so pervasive earlier in
both the general culture and the specific ideas of prominent Australian authors.
But the idea of Australian literary tradition as a straight line, connecting its latest
representatives with its oldest, does not do justice to the complexity of the facts.
Instead of continuity, it appears more appropriate to note the discontinuities, the
breaks, more or less abrupt, startings from new standpoints, the struggles, open or
implicit, by exclusions and ignorings, the lip-service given to established figures
while going and doing otherwise. The sequence of Australian literary history is
primarily a struggle, the destruction of an old complex of literary elements and a
new building-up from old elements. The basic conception of literary history, as
indicated above, namely 'tradition', shows itself to be an unjustified abstraction of
one or more literary elements from one particular complex in the historical sequence, in which they have a certain use, applied to these same elements in another
complex, in which their use is different, so as to create an impression of continuity,
of uniform 'growth' in a sequence of complexes more or less in mutual opposition.
It is this principle of opposition, rather than that of continuous literary growth
to 'maturity', that is the basic factor in our literary life; it is the struggle for the
'new' and not for more and better of the same, the struggle against tradition, whatever its current form may be, that characteristises our literary development. A
sample of the various traditions cited as relevant includes: the tradition of Lawson
and Furphy which "lives consciously" in the work of Katharine Prichard, Vance
Palmer, Frank Davison and Frank Wilmot l4 ; the traditions of European literature 15 ; the "Dinkum tradition"16; "a living tradition of language"17; the "tradition
of romantic diction"18; the tradition of English romanticism l9 ; 'The Australian
Tradition', "which the various outback schools have managed to foist on our
editors"2o; the Western tradition21 ; the two traditions of vitalism and nationalism,
which "Our best poets ... have attempted, whether consciously or not, to fuse
... "22; the "anti-intellectual" tradition23 ; the tradition of European cultureZ4; the
colonial tradition 25 ; the period between 1788 and the present day, which affords
"an inexhaustible fund of tradition, vivid and human, to do with wheat farmers,
squatters, drovers; with whaling and mining . . . with the extension of roads, ...
and so on"26; the tradition of verse-vocabulary in England27; the ballad tradition;
the Bulletin tradition; the tradition of the 'New'28. Suffice it to say that there is a
number of traditions.
In view of this variety, ambivalence and persistence of tradition exhibited here,
it is thought worthwhile to attempt, in the following remarks to focus a sharper
light on this Ubiquitous conception. Firstly, some general considerations.
The word 'tradition' comes from 'tradere', to hand over. It appears to be an
essentially feudal conception, with connotations of a family kind, of a 'handingover' between generations, directly, from one hand to the other. It is not bound
to rationality, but is essentially a bond of social forms, a transfer of a past pregiven form into the present generation. It may concern the secret of swordmaking or of the family brew, but has become largely attached to mental and
spiritual factors. Strictly speaking, tradition cannot be reconciled with modern
industrial society. The notion of family inheritance has been eroded by long-term
and recently intensified inflation; and cultural inheritance too has undergone
change and crisis. The directness of hand-to-hand, or person-to-person, is an
anachronism in the present system of distribution of information and goods. Tech42
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nology has relegated the tradition of manual work to survival at a fringe only.
Technological innovation brings a radical judgement of traditional practice at the
bar of functionalism and marketability here and now; it has broken the sense of
temporal continuity vital to tradition. The rise of industrialism in Australia has
coincided with increased attention to Time as a problem in the work of Australian writers, notably Kenneth Slessor and R. D. Fitzgerald. The central timeconcern of Pragmatism and Impressionism is pervasive in modem Australian
literature.29 The sense of continuity has been broken in consequence of accelerated social change. Even the notion of the artist has come into radical doubt.
Professor Bernard Smith for instance has recently argued that the traditional concept of the artist, operative since the Renaissance and notably represented in
Australia in the poetry of A. D. Hope, is virtually dead. 30 Elsewhere, in the sociology of literature, we read that:
"Empirically it is not the case that most writers these days write within a
great tradition. On the contrary the reading of contemporary novelists represents a literary context as heterogeneous as their social origins and commitments are diverse."31
Contemporary art as a whole reacts to this loss of tradition. Not only is there
the almost standard deploring of "the spread of the middle class and the suburb
over the whole world", which "threatens to emasculate the arts and prevent the
appearance of those masterpieces which are the sign of a superior civilisation",82
but art itself, having lost the traditionally assured ease of its relationship to the
object and the assurance of its manner of proceeding, has reflected this loss in its
own nature. The palliative, empty, fictive nature of traditional factors is sensed
by a new generation of Australian writers surrounded, as one of them puts it, by
"a living tradition of dead literature."33 In this situation, even neutrality has a
counter-traditional impulse. The new generation of writers is frequently deplored
as ignorant of hard-won standards and is recommended to turn to tradition as
healing. But such recommendation is impotent and self-contradictory; expediency,
the consideration of how good it would be, in such a changed world, to possess a
proper tradition, cannot successfully prescribe what is exploited by this same expediency. For a tradition which is lost cannot be aesthetically substituted for;
which does not prevent the attempt being made. Indeed, our society, one in which
"The poets are in the basements packing car parts or typing invoices" ,43 enthusiastically calls on tradition and cites what appears valuable in it, from the outside.
Tradition is both driven out of society by increasing self-integration and technological innovation, and appealled to in a planned way, through restorative activities, such as those of the National Trust. The tradition which has been displaced
by the industrial principle, however, being involuntary, withdraws and becomes
falsified through such an appeal. A. D. Hope, in his "Letter from Rome", may
feel himself, as a poet, to be in the Renaissance artistic tradition but he must also
reckon with his status as tourist in Rome and the changed role that the relics of
Rome now play amid the din of Italian motor-bikes in an age of mass-transportation.35 Genuine traditional factors, the right room in which Chopin played on
Majorca, not the wrong one so long reverently inspected by tourists, become merely components in the present attitude when they are bowed to as great relics,
compensatory of a sense of impoverishment in actual living, which one is powerless to do anything about. A real enthusiasm for the past may be tolerated on the
part of a cultural functionary integrated into present-day society but otherwise it
is likely to be sensed as a hobbyistic aberration of the maladjusted.
Furthermore, the fact that a seeming wealth of traditional literary riches is
freely available to us underlines the fact that no tradition is any longer authentically binding on the Australian writer. The riches indeed are false because they are
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non-binding and arbitrarily disposed over. If the writer makes use of these treasures, then he finds that he has dredged up something from his education that contradicts his own situation. Here, one might cite a 'New' critic, reviewing a book
of poetry published in 1977:
"The cover of Laurie Duggan's book reproduces a photograph of two boys
costumed for a Shakespearian history play. Their costumes are ornate and
old fashioned, like the costumes from a Costume Drama Movie. The boys
are standing on a bush track with a half cleared hill behind them. They look
awkward in the velvet and lace - their teachers' idea of 'doing it properly',
carrying out the elaborate rituals of cultural identification that prove that the
lamp of Culture burnt in Gippsland in the 1920s. The effect is ridiculous and
poignant, a clear image of the dilemma Australian culture has yet to
resolve. "36
Elsewhere, in the particular field of Australian theatre, the feast of traditions was
celebrated lavishly from the latter part of the last century onwards, until other
media, cinema and radio, were increasingly preferred. Here too, as with A. D.
Hope, the classicistic work operates to depreciate local Australian creation of the
present.
After the decay of tradition, the writer experiences tradition through the resistance it presents to him whenever he seeks to master it. The rapid change of
movements and aesthetic directions regretted by conservative critics37 as an affectation of fashion stems from an incessant compulsion to reject, in which the
relationship to tradition converts itself into a canon of the forbidden, progressively
encompassing even those seemingly eternal standards borrowed from the Renaissance and Antiquity, standards which, in an industrial age, have been mobilised by
A. D. Hope, James McAuley, the Lindsayan poets and others, against the dissolution of traditional factors.
It is such a classicistic stance that still dominates attitudes toward tradition in
Australian literature, and that provokes inquiry into the philological metaphysics
of tradition, into a classicism of literary understanding that sets aside the historical
factor in order to attribute to the 'great works' a timeless contemporaneity, a
'higher' history, a tradition of spiritual authority that surmounts the history of
lesser works and men. Such a traditionalism, with its timeless store of masterworks, though well represented in Australian literature, nevertheless does not
include Australian works. While it is true that some writers, such as Baylebridge
and Hope, have at some time thought of themselves as constituent members of
this great Western tradition, and the term 'classic' has been appended at times to
various Australian books, nevertheless full, unanimous consent to include any
Australian work in the international hall of fame has not been forthcoming. With
the local, national hall of fame, the situation is different, which in itself points to
a radical difference between national literatures and international, or world literature. The actual structure of literary life on these two levels is quite different;
the role of the national and, within it, the role of tradition and the writer, find
today no adequate parallels at the international level, where motives of expediency
are softened not by appeals to nationalism but to supranationalism. Contemporary
literary internationalism is a significantly anti-traditional component in Australia,
in a complex that includes the democratisation of literature, the rise of massreadership, the influence of the sciences on experimental writing, materialistic
linguistic theory, and the lack of an integrating, leading figure of genius. This
latter figure was expected by A. D. Hope; but though the master-poet is still
expected to arrive we must first expect a period when cultural tradition will be
precariously preserved during a new barbarism only by small groups of select
people:
44
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"Although the great Un-culture wins,
Though Sodom's values tip the scales
Another providence begins,
The Word withdraws but never fails
So in this next barbarian age,
Small clans we choose and hold apart,
Some few in whom the heavenly rage
Still blazes and keeps pure the heart . . "38
(Conversation with Calliope)
Such a concept, expressed by a poet central to the Australian canon, suggests
correspondence with the view of the sociologist who writes:
"The greater proportion of specialised high-cultural
production in the modern world is the output of a
declasse educationally recruited group of
intellectuals self- and institutionally segregated
from the major dimensions of class relationships
but seeking, ideologically, to establish a (necessarily
cultural) hegemony by presenting their own quest for
intelligibility as a universal account of the world."3D
This notion of tradition has come upon hard times in the present, but, consoled
by high expectations of the future, is virtually a paradigm of Australian literary
history as commonly represented. It is a notion in which the past gains a directional, binding quality, in so far as literary works enter into a substantial continuity, which reifies history at the expense of suppressing factors of opposition, of
works in revolt, of the non-successful. Works 'live on', such that in this classicistic
view cultural history is essentially the constant change of falling away and turning
back to reified classic models and their enduring values.
Tradition, however, is not capable of handing itself on. The classic models
are only present where they are received. Tradition assumes reception, a recipient
who grasps from the past and brings the object of his interest into the new light of
contemporary meaning. The illusion of self-acting tradition, of the series of 'great
works that act upon us', is accompanied by a dogmatism of the 'objective' meaning of the original work, fixed for all time, which an interpreter can always reestablish, if, in neglect of his own historical standpoint, he simply projects himself
back into the original intention of the work. But the potential meaning of a
tradition-building work is only manifested progressively in the interaction of
literary work and literary public through historical change. The process of forming a literary tradition is determined by reception, which legitimises specific possibilities of understanding the work. The platonising concept of literature, the
substantialistic idea of the history of a 'handing-over' process, is contradicted by
the actual discontinuous process of active, norm-determining reception, interpretation and further reproduction. The predicated 'self-style' of the classic work is
unthinkable without the active participation of the recipient's understanding.
Therefore, it is a substantialist lapse of historical interpretation when A. A. Phillips
states that the writer's words "draw their life from the accretive traditions which
have alone created them",40 or when A. D. Hope, obviously under a specific predeliction for the classic and a dislike for the imputed "arrogance" of the New
Critics, attributes to the transmitted text per se the self-activity of putting a question to the interpreter:
"The poem is always under the critic's microscope,
and he seems never to reflect that while he is
testing the poem the poem may in fact be testing
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him. Sometimes, if he were aware of it, a very
sardonic eye is gazing back at him through his lens. "41
A past text, however, even one as exalted as "die unbegreiflich hohen Werke",42
is not able of itself to put a question either to us or to those coming after, a
question which does not have to be revealed by interpretation from the answer
which the text appears to transmit. Literary tradition is a dialectic of question and
answer, which, often unacknowledged, is maintained from a contemporary position. Whether the presumably timeless questions of the classic works concern us
afresh is determined by an interest that arises in the present, whether critical or
conservative in relation to it.
Here, the following example, taken almost at random from the current Australian literary scene, if of interest in showing the operation of 'tradition'. In a recent
copy of Poetry Australia,43 there is a poem by Evan Jones, entitled "To a reader
of the next millenium", which offers an experience of vicarious participation in a
confidence apparently intended for a literary scholar a thousand years hence. The
entire text is as follows:
"Despite the extensive likeness of all our lives,
for all your scholarship and my lucidity,
you will never know quite what it was to be
one of the late blue-eyed contemplatives."
In this teasing provocation, along with suggestions of the fated, the wistful,
and the romantic, there is both the pathos of frustrated communion and the
affirmation of ultimately unknowable, unique personality.
Setting this poem aside for the moment, one notices also in this same journal
a poem by John Ditsky, entitled "Found Poem", addressed, like Evan Jones' poem,
to an academic, but one who exists in the present, not a thousand years off. The
addressee, "dr john", is advised:
" ... sorry but i've got
no time for academic
crap ... "44
Putting this poem too aside for the moment, one notices further in the same
journal an article by Noel Stock, entitled "The Place of Tradition".4s That is, we
find the three factors, poets, academics, tradition, all concerned in the enterprise
of a poetry journal. Furthermore, we find that these three factors are mutually
cross-referential, and seemingly indispensable to each other despite the apparent
tensions between them. For though it may appear that the poets do not want the
academics, they still refer to them and send them messages, which are multiplied
and left available in public places. The poets behave like ladies of provocative
allure who scorn advances while at the same time shamelessly displaying themselves in the market-place. Perhaps they would be glad of the right approach by
the right man, someone tender and understanding, who could protect them in the
cruel world of competitive dangers and set them up In toe nouse of tradition. What
poet could refuse such an offer? And what academic would not like to win for
himself the universally acknowledged right that he is the true partner, the really
understanding interpreter of the finest of poets whom he will squire down the
ages? Poets may affect a dislike of academics but there is no questioning by them
of the academic's right to existence. John Ditsky's "dr john" is soundly established
and runs a magazine; he is rejected but at the same time the poet offers him
"peace & luv". Evan Jones assumes that academics will still exist in a thousand
years' time and that his teasing message will get through to them. John Ditsky
writes "I make my mark on the worlds' /book walls; I aim to last".46 These poets
are future-oriented.
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In contrast, Noel Stock, in his "The Place of Tradition", is past-oriented; the
word "future" is not mentioned by him. He is not concerned here with individual
poets or with their registration by academics of the future. The poets conceive
themselves to be long-range, one-way communicators, sending ahead to the notyet-born. They also regard themselves as being ultimately inscrutable individuals.
Noel Stock, clearly on the side of the academics. tunes his receiver in the other
direction, down the channel of the past; for him, poets are instrumental to reception, he needs them and values them to the extent that they renew the voice of
the past. There is a certain formal balance: the academic looks backwards; the
two poets cited look forwards. It looks symmetrical. Perhaps, in the far future,
these poets will be the voice of the past needing to be renewed for a future
scholar, when poets at that time will be sending further on into the next millenium.
Noel Stock, to judge by the excerpt he gives from his own book, Reading the
Cantos, seems to invoke the values of a heliocentric age; but when he talks about
interpreting texts and the "sending, receiving and recording of intelligible signals",47 he invokes the work of C. E. Shannon and others, that is, the Bell System
developers of modem information theory. The simple model of information-transmission is that of a text, a structured set of symbols, enciphered by the sender and
deciphered by the recipient. The poet encodes the message, the reader decodes it.
If the two codes are not the same, the message received is not the same as the
message sent. Since the sent text is structured, it will be possible to interpret it in
terms of various codes. If the sending-code is not known, it may be impossible to
determine whether the message received is the one meant by the sender. (Poets are
sometimes amazed at what readers 'read' in their work.) If the message is sent
across centuries, the noise on the channel may also be considerable.
Noel Stock says "We read our documents through the eyes of tradition".48 But
the code of tradition is of necessity transmitted, and is subject to modification in
the process. Hence, Noel Stock tells us that tradition too needs interpretation and
that "we interpret our tradition in the light of our documents".49 Thus we have a
circular process; the text of transmitted documentation is deciphered by the code
of transmitted tradition which is deciphered by the code of transmitted documentation, which is ... and so on. (That we are here reminded of the theory of errorcorrecting codes does not alter anything in principle.) Noel Stock is obviously
uncomfortable with the circuitry of his receiver, and he claims that its functioning
is different from what it appears to be, that it is really more like what "used to
hold sway in the Catholic Church", that is, when daily life within the Church
supplied the code for deciphering all signals received. Nevertheless, whether
within the Church or not, "daily life" still supplies the decisive code for reception.
There is no past in the absolute sense, there is only a present interpretation, or,
more accurately, a conflicting mUltiplicity of interpretations, real enough at times
to draw blood in the present. It appears that poets who send messages into the
future are basically optimistic that the enciphering and deciphering codes will remain much the same. On the other hand, those writers who, like Noel Stock,
emphasize tradition, appear to be secretly convinced of the inevitability of radical
change, and are pessimistic that their enciphering code will be lost. Noel Stock,
speaking to us here and now, refers to a "world of hysterical change"; Evan Jones,
speaking to his reader a thousand years off, refers to "the extensive likeness of all
lives".
There is also a further point here, illustrative of the reifying or platonising of
works of art in the classicist tradition. Noel Stock says "A poem, if it is genuine,
contains its meaning within itself".50 But "meaning", in the simplest terms of the
communications-model he invokes, is that which is invariant on reversible translation-operations. That is, we are still faced with the deciphering-problem; how
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do we know that the meaning produced by application of our own code to the
poem is the meaning intended by the sender? Works of art, because of their structure, will commonly yield some 'meaning' to scrutiny, but that is a different matter
from communicating over the ages. Mr Stock says that "Through tradition, the
individual and his society are in touch with a network of communications established by nervous systems in the past."51 Here, "nervous systems" are seen as
executive not instrumental, and contrary to Mr Stock's earlier advice, tradition
now is not an interpretive code but is the channel itself, through which we can
get in "touch" with the past. I suggest we cannot. The network of which he
speaks does not exist. If it did, how could we "communicate" over it? With
whom? A communication "network" implies a neutral means of intercommunication between a number of active terminals. Instead of this imaginary "network",
we have in fact a set of records, with reference to which, the living put propositions to each other.
Elsewhere, in this same journal, Evan Jones tells the reader, that
"It's not the anarchists nor my fettered betters I'm inching out along the razor's edge
between the nitwits and the academics ... "52
On one side of the razor's edge he groups together "my fettered betters", "academics", "Leavisites" and "prose"; that is, the menace of 'tradition'. On the other
side, are "anarchists", "nitwits", "lovers-of-verse" and "death"; that is, those
impotent to restructure the literary elements. The poet "inches" between them. He
has the matter in a nutshell. From this example, confirmation is gained for the
view that it is traditional to have a tradition, that is, a contemporary code for the
enciphering of poetic messages. Which again emphasises the writer's difficulty in a
society where the 'traditions' are plural and non-binding.
What appears to be the case now is that we are living at a time when a new
era of social communication is emerging, in which the traditions of literature, as
discussed above, are proving increasingly inadquate to touch the minds of the
masses whether directly, or indirectly through the educational process, and perform a socialising function once thought of as tantamount to "creating a nation".
This function, of establishing greater cohesion in socio-economic processes, of
bringing the social order 'up-to-date', is clearly beyond the capacity of a classicistic
literary tradition negatively disposed to the present age, and is being looked at
afresh in terms of the concepts and findings of contemporary communications
research and information theory. The role and necessity of literary tradition can
be understood from this latter point of view, but only as subject to the complexities of literary reception, an historical process, not as the 'handing-over' of a series
of immutable entities, of self-acting, platonised beings, high gods admonishing us
to return to the great line of our forefathers. An analysis of Australian literature
from this new point of view would in all probability make a significant contribution to the analysis of an Australian national ideology.
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THOMAS SHAPCOTT

Advice to a Politician
Do not answer questions: ask them.
Do not forget your friends: use them.
Do not forget your enemies: use their mistakes.
Do not forget yourself:
or if you do, deny it.
Have an enemy.
That is essential. If you cannot find an "enemy
of the people" find an Enemy of the Law
(the Law has been acquired, piecemeal,
by politicians other than in Queensland).
If you cannot find an "enemy of the Law"
make an enemy out of 'priorities'-or by
prejudice. Remember: bigotry is only indefensible
when it is apologetic.
Hitler showed the political strength of bigotry,
M ussolini showed the voting power of prejudice.
Learn from them. Of course you do not go so far
as that (of course) They get things done though:
the Electorate was contented, dissidents
could always leave.
You will find enemies soon enough.
This is a wealthy country, waiting to be exploited.
Are you the one to do it? Brazen it out.
And remember: justify nothing.
People who live by the open sewer
forget it was once a shaded creek.
People who drive the bare road between Cairns and Atherton
forget it was once shady with rainforest.
People who live in development brick-veneer bungalows
have forgotten entirely whatever was once meant by words like
"community" .
You will go far
taking us all with you.
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CHRIS WALLACE-CRABBE

Now that April's here
(for Peter Steele)

Where monotone was, the tips and fledges are uncurling,
pastelled, peagreen, purplish-pink;
bannerets, dwarf opening brollies of ardent verdure
change the profiles of shrub or branch.
The hills' faces are mopping and mowing with growth.
There is a hunger for difference in the air,
new attitudes to sunshine,
goodness of earth rustling to get up and go.
The stillness is crammed with tiny excitable statements
held on juicy short stems.
Listen: the almond has something white to announce,
the cherry's pink has green verbs,
all active, and blackbirds are doing their best to keep up.
At home, folded in slow continuous seasons,
their bluegrey miles, we cannot guess
all this Vivaldiesque agitation of April.
Like the tense buzz of political parties
that spit, proliferate and fray,
the flowers come. Our stock of abstract ideas
is exploding like a bomb,
confusion firing the mind. The shoes of promise
are crunching round the bends on gravel paths,
slow, quick, slow and a couple of skips.
Look at that cloud in the shape of a dud guitar.
Berenson, Macchiavelli, obstinate Galileo,
these are your chatterbox hillslopes
feathered and all ajump with continuous growing;
shapes of republics living or dead
carry their carnival colours brilliantly through my head.
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GARY CATALANO

Two Views of Richmond
Like tamed beasts
the cars are asleep
on their shadows
visitors
are few
and far between.
You could almost
be in the country
so peaceful it seems:
three peppercorns
in the lane, birds
and butterflies.

*
From Church St. hill
the eye takes in
the hard unhappy acres
of the city,
as regular
as graph paper
or a chessboard.
Sitting with a friend
in the sun
I talk away
the checkmate
of asphalt
and brick.
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ANNE LLOYD

Safari Suit

III

North Rockhampton

You stalk the jungle of the supermarket,
pay cheque thundering in your hot white hunter's hand
for ivory. That elephant-tusk cream
safari suit advertised this morning had the ring
of all those footloose grey mammals
crashing into equatorial nights, torridly
bellowing out baritone mating rites; and here
(where bungalows even become plantations),
crossing a tropic by day, most men
dream sometimes at least of outsize trunks,
corpulently cow-like rolls of female beast.
Outside the fitting cubicle, a young attendant
deftly counts Three Garments Only on his suave
four fingers; and trying to prove he's not all here,
swings the womb-shaped container of orange juice
like a fresh-killed lump of elephant meat.
You emerge, Stanley, trek-wrapped & copiously cream.
"They're a good buy, aren't they?", passing,
she trails the same tusk-coloured booty
and two paces behind, a husband to boot . .
his nose a grey-speckled proboscis, bulbous, his
upper incisors fanging down beautifully. For ears,
two dirty white-elephants dangle down dutifully.
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RICHARD BELL

Portrait
of a lady
pensive
fingering the thin scarf
knotted about her neck
pursuing
thoughts of Henry James
with sharp eyes that
through the window probed
across the empty lawns
and flicked back across unhelpful rows
of Iibraried books
searching for ideas new
or somehow different
more analytic
than a taut white sweater
more elegant than
knee high calf hide boots
and revealing more than legs
bared by a halfsplit denim skirt
'Isabel was rather like
a pink lady'
she carefully wrote
'equal parts applejack and gin,
the taste of pomegranates
and a teaspoon of eggwhite'
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ALAN DILNOT

Badger
Unseen and unheard for the most part
You live on hill-sides in ancient tunnels
Under brakes of gorse and thorn, where you
Sometimes are dug for, terriered out.
Mostly you sleep by day in your earths,
Mossy and grass-lined; and browse at night
Finding your greens and meat - berries,
Roots, worms, and mice. You dig for life.
But I have seen you, abject in straw
At a fun-fair, thinking perhaps
Of cousins and aunts snug in brackened
Corridors and dark, unseen and unheard.
Unseen and unheard you lived in books.
There you were always a bachelor,
A gruff curmudgeon (once you threw tea
Over Me Tod), yet a wise uncle
To hedgehogs, firm friend to toads, but still
You ate them); a don, a clergyman,
A village bobby, a judge, the Law.
Was this because you patrolled at night
In black and white the dimmed back gardens
Skirting the woods, while you tried the locks
Of the dustbins, checked the compost-heaps
Unseen and unheard?
Unseen and unheard, I saw you dead once
Lugged to a road's verge, lumpy, thick-skinned
Bag of armed bear, your stripe not white
But dirty yellow like slovenly
Old men's beards, not white like the hairs
Of my shaving-brush which is made of
You. I think of you when your bristles
Touch my thinner skin.
But go, old Brock,
I have badgered you enough. England,
Childhood and you are long in my past
Unseen and unheard.
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DIANE DODWELL
Durer's "The Little Owl"
Set down
by the faithful hand
of Albrecht
in 1508:
your feathers
crisp and reticent
as young leaves
claws, so carefully
askew
in the delicate geometry
of nature -

holding on
to a world
holding back from

a world -

eyes
brighter than an hourglass
as alive

as hearts yet
more full of darkness
than a forest:
to each of us you seem

a true
unspoken self
forever hidden from life's
puzzlement.
Is life
a dream or an agony?
In fragile
jaunty
babyhood you outlast
the fall
of forests
watching in wakeful
dream who learnt
your life
in darkness: a creature,
a simple
single world,
alive again
on fresh parchment
beneath the warm
empyrean touch
of Durer's brush
in 1508.
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BOOK REVIEWS
SHADES OF ACADEME
J. I. M. Stewart, Full Term (Victor Gollancz,
London, 1978), 319p, £4.95
Kingsley Amis, lake's Thing (Hutchinson,
London, 1978), 215p, £4.95
Philip Roth, The Professor of Desire (Jonathan Cape, London, 1978), 283p, £4.50
Keith Thomas, Idlers in the Land (Hutchinson,
Melbourne, 1978), 267p, $9.95
These four novels reflect a current vogue for
books about academics and academia. Other
recent examples include Saul Bellow's Herzog,
Malcolm Bradbury's Stepping Westward and
The History Man. Simon Gray's play Butley
and David Williamsons' film Peterson and his
play The Department have further emphasized
the value of a tertiary education for comic
source material and fantasy. Barry Oakley and
Frank Moorhouse have exploited some of the
possibilities in short fiction. These modern outgrowths of higher education make it difficult to
imagine what Thomas Hardy's Jude got so
worked up about when he couldn't gain entry
to the Oxford of the 1890s. Perhaps he was
better outside the walls, where his aspirations
could remain high.
Stewart's Full Term, the final volume of his
quintet of novels A Staircase in Surrey, is closest to the traditional Oxford University from
which Jude Fawley was excluded. Its implicit
'them' and 'us' mentality is suggested when one
of Stewart's characters lectures the narrator, an
Oxford don, on the disadvantages of remaining
in academic life:
'Let us remember, Duncan, that dons are
extremely badly paid. If a man is careless
or .improvident, he can quickly get into a
senous scrape. And when he glances out at
the community at large, he regularly sees
men of no higher calibre than himself earning, in industry or commerce, four or five
times his own salary.'
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The stilted public school style and the condescending tone are accurate for certain parts of
Oxford ten to fifteen years ago. Stewart is at
home in it. The 'scrapes' of his dons, their
families, their students and their friends are far
more clearly focussed than events in 'the community at large.' That phrase itself suggests
the dislocation between 'town' and 'gown.'
The action in Full Term is carried forward
largely by conversation, a dying art, Stewart
seems to feel, which the old universities have
a duty to uphold. In one such conversation
two opposing views of the university are canvassed: Mark Pattison's view of the university
as a place of learning and scholarship at some
remove from the world of affairs and Benjamin
Jowett's of a nursery of rulers and administrators. (Both, fittingly, were Oxford men of the
nineteenth century.) These opposing ideas of
the university recur in the action of Full Term,
which follows the lives of Duncan Pattullo,
playwright - in - residence at Surrey College
(Christ Church) and, less centrally, two men
who have left the college cloisters for the wider
world - a nuclear physicist who progresses
from minor irresponsibilities at Oxford to treason with the Chinese and a grazier from Australia who returns to Oxford after twenty-five
years, introduced as a convenient deus ex antipodes for the author to tie up loose ends in
this concluding novel of his quintet. Martin
Fish, the Australian, is described by the narrator, with typically limp wit, as 'a bird of tutelary spirit - summoned from the vast deep of
the Indian Ocean or the Great Australian
Bight.' The world outside the college walls
seems a vague and somewhat embarrassing extravagance.
Like E. M. Forster's public school boys,
Stewart's young men of Oxford seem singularly unfitted for the world outside. But unlike
Forster, Stewart seems not particularly interested in diagnosing or criticising the disease of
their 'undeveloped hearts.' 'Highly developed
bodies, partly developed minds and undeveloped hearts' was how Forster described the products of English public schools in the 1920s.
The description fits most of Stewart's characters. One cause seems to be the exclusion of
women from the colleges. Although there is
much talk about women, they are excrescent to
the real life of the senior common room - to
be remembered as 'exploits' among the young
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or 'temptations' to the old. Where there are
possibilities for the exploration of this condition of emotional adolescence-as in Duncan's
feelings about his divorced wife who has been
driven to 'attend on the sexual initiations' of
two of her husband's students - Stewart is
evasive; and not only, one suspects, because he
wants to keep his novel on the level of a popular comedy of manners.
A conservative point of view informs Stewart's work. He is not, as Forster was once described, 'a renegade corpuscle in the English
bloodstream' but one at ease in its body, stirring it now and again to gentle laughter. Only
a mildly quizzical irony informs such absurdities as the meeting of the Governor's Body:
"There was a good deal that interested me
in these formal and structured occasions.
While they lasted we treated the Provost
much as a bevy of barristers treats a judge,
bobbing up when he came in and bobbing
up again when he went out. The more contentious the matters in debate (but they
were seldom all that contentious) the more
temperately were views on them expressed.
Moments of occasional snappiness apart,
everybody paid studied deference to everybody else. There was a convention that one
didn't speak from notes, but people seldom
uttered without having given thought to
what they were going to say and even the
words in which they'd say it. So an effect
of weighty deliberation frequently attended
our discussion of trivial issues, the spectacle
being rather like that of stately galleons
gone fishing for sprats. An astringent critic
might have said that we'd get through our
job more rapidly by thinking less of our
own consequence. But that wouldn't have
been altogether fair. Our urbanity and decorum must have evolved itself over generations to some useful end.'
Stewart's Oxford is a cocoon from which neither he nor his characters have any real desire
to emerge.
Kingsley Amis's conservatism is of a different kind, more in touch with the modern
world. An English don at Cambridge himself,
Amis is a skilful parodist of various sublanguages at work in the community and a
critic of the social attitudes that go with them.
His central character in lake's Thing is Jake
Richardson, ageing Reader in East Mediterranean History at the University of Oxford, whose
'thing' is his disappearing sexual desire. In an
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attempt to cure this problem, Jake's doctor
refers him to a psychologist. It is a situation
that Amis, rather more than his protagonist,
revels in. He is especially merciless in his exposure of the modish phrases of modern psychology. Ed Rosenberg, an affectedly casual
and totally humourless Harley Street sexual
therapist, devises for the patient a programme
of 'inceptive regrouping' (getting started again)
which involves 'non-genital sensate focusing
sessions' with his fat wife Brenda, and individual sessions linked to a machine called the
'nocturnal mensurator', which is designed to
measure night-time erections. Later, at a weekend 'Workshop' at which 'facilitators' attempt
to lift the 'guilt and shame' that allegedly surround talking about sex, Jake's psychotherapist
frustratedly asks him 'Why don't you come
clean?' Or rather - it was well worth watching, the deliberation with which he steeled himself the first time he leaped the yawning semantic chasm in front of him - 'come dirty!'
Exasperated by the 'straight' sexual fantasies
that his academic patient writes as part of his
treatment, the psychologist diagnoses his condition as 'extreme bourgeois puritan conventionality partly resulting from ... attending a
single-sex school.' He has never, the psychologist claims, worked with anybody who hasn't
'some slight deviation, often more than one voyeurism, fetishism . . . sadomasochism . . .'
Amis's contempt for these perversions of language is balanced by his enjoyment of them
and by his realisation that the jargon of other
kinds of academics, of student protestors and
of media-mongers are often just as ludicrous.
However, in putting the shrink's language and
habits under analysis he is questioning a phenomenon of our times and humorously requiring
it to conform to certain standards of rationality and common sense.
Amis clearly aligns himself more with his
humanities don than with the fraudulent psychologist who substitutes buck-passing concepts
such as 'repression' and 'guilt' for personal
responsibility. But Jake Richardson's tendency
to reduce problems to verbal puzzles, and to
compromise wherever possible, show his deficiencies clearly enough. Furthermore, the size
of Jake's problem (his 'thing') is related in
part of the degree of sexual repression in the
society around him. But Jake gives the received
orthodoxy an unusual twist: the more permisWESTERLY, No.1, MARCH, 1979

sive the society, the greater is his problem. His
ability to remain an individual in the face of
social pressures to conform wins the reader's
sympathy and gives him, at times, a genuine
pathos.
Amis portrays the university as an exclusive
environment within which the smallest change
seems dramatic. The point is made by his
presentation of a meeting called to discuss the
entry of women undergraduates to the college,
an issue that has in fact caused considerable
heart-burning and soul-searching in Oxford
before its acceptance there in the late 1970s.
The meeting begins with another crisis that
sets the tone: a visiting American tourist has
died and mistakenly been buried in sacred
college ground. The main alternatives are considered: he can remain where he is or be dug
up. However an ingenious and entirely typical
compromise is arrived at whereby a piece of
yew tree hedge will be transplanted so that the
intruding grave is properly segregated from
those of college men.
Women students have rather more success
than this dead American in forming their entry
into the hallowed preserves of the men's colleges, at least at a public level. But changing
the men's attitudes is a different matter, as the
hilarious college meeting indicates. It proceeds
on a high formal level as the pro- and concases are presented, Jake Richardson ironically
having been drafted into presenting the case
for women. In a beautifully controlled piece
of comic and satiric writing, Amis highlights
the dignified hypocrisies of entrenched privilege. Finally, stung by a question from one of
his colleagues, Jake bursts out with his real
views on women:
'I was asked to put a case and I put it, that's
all. No doubt they do think, the youngsters,
it'd be more fun to be under the same roof,
but who cares what they think? All very
well for the women, no doubt, it's the men
who are going to be the losers - oh, it'll
happen all right, no holding it up now.
When the first glow has faded and it's quite
normal to have girls in the same building
and on the same staircase and across the
landing, they'll start realising that that's
exactly what they've got, girls everywhere
and not a common-room, not a club, not a
pub where they can get away from them.
And the same thing's going to happen to us
which is much more important . . . all this
will go and there will be women everywhere,
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chattering, gossiping, telling you what they
did yesterday and what their friend did last
week and what somebody they heard about
did last month and horrified if a chap brings
up a topic or an argument. They don't mean
what they say, they don't use language for
discourse but for extending their personality,
they take all disagreement as opposition,
yes they do, even the brightest of them, and
that's the end of the search for truth which
is what the whole thing's supposed to be
about. So let's pass a motion suggesting
they bugger off back to Somerville, LMH,
St Hugh's and St Hilda's where they began
and stay there. It won't make any bloody
difference but at least we'll have told 'em
what we think of 'em.'
Jake's 'thing' is clearly not helped by such
views, succoured through his Army days and
years in the cloistered confines of a men's college. But Amis does not allow the feminists who
shout slogans outside the college gates off his
hook either:
'Admit women as undergraduates!'
'End medieval discrimination!'
'Down with elitist chauvinism!'
It is one of this sisterhood who has convinced

herself, and tried to convince her tutor, that
Hamlet was really a woman. The tutor explains:
'Well. Her ... case was roughly that since
Hamlet is far too nice and intelligent to be
a man, he must be a woman because there's
nothing else for him to be. I was ready to
come back smartly with what about the way
he treats Ophelia, male chauvinism if ever
there was such a thing, but she'd thought of
that - that was how all the men went on
in those days, still do really, and it would
have been suspicious if she, Hamlet, had behaved differently. What about old Hamlet
and Gertrude? - you'd have expected them
to notice. Old Hamlet had noticed but he
needed an heir, so he got Polonius to rig
things, which gave Polonius the leverage he
needed to be kept on at court when all he
was fit for was talking balls. I liked that,
quite as good as any other explanation that
I've come across if you think that's what he
did talk. Gertrude hadn't noticed because
women weren't allowed to bring up their
own children then, any more than they are
now really. I must say I thought that part
was a little weak. Horatio guessed, naturally, but he couldn't say anything. And what
did I suppose it was that had driven Ophelia
mad? Obviously a sexual shock, eh?'
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The old guard can only shake their heads in
bewilderment at such naked displays of
woman-power, as when the head porter comments in a wry tone after watching a demonstration outside his college:
'Nice little lot of young gentlewomen come
up to our university these days, eh sir?'
Coming twenty-five years after Kingsley
Amis's first fictional excursion into academia in
Lucky lim, lake's Thing no less accurately
pinpoints its contemporary targets. Some setpiece scenes are just as funny as in the earlier
novel. But overall it is a sadder novel, its
theme being the fading of desire to express
affection and love. At the end of the novel,
after his third wife Brenda has left him to live
with one of the men she met at their therapy
sessions, Jake refuses further treatment for his
'thing' and decides, British to the end, to go it
alone, with a stiff upper lip.
Like Jake Richardson but in his thirties not
his sixties, Philip Roth's protagonist is an academic whose erotic desire deserts him. David
Kepesh, first person narrator in The Professor
of Desire, takes us through some key erotic
experiences in his student days in London and
then as Professor of Comparative Literature at
universities in California and New York. The
confessional mode which Roth used in Portnoy's Complaint is again turned to good effect.
The immediate cause of David Kepesh's lost
libido is the break-up of his tempestuous marriage to an unpredictable femme fatale, Helen
Baird, whom he loves both for her sensual
abandon and what she has given up to marry
him. (,How can someone unable even to finish a little pamphlet on Anton Chekhov feel
anything but gratitude to be living with the
runner-up for Queen of Tibet? I'm honoured
to be chosen to be your hair shirt.'). But Helen
exploits his impractical nature and tender conscience and leaves him. In his small apartment
back in New York he falls to entertaining his
ageing parents in a state of personal desolation
which Roth depicts with feeling and humour.
He is 'saved' from this state by Claire Ovington, an affectionate and orderly blonde schoolteacher with whom he achieves the semblance
of permanence and love during an idyllic summer in the country. Desire - and purpose seem to return. Yet he never escapes the ghost
of Helen or the dark volatile energies that she
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has aroused in him and which were also apparent in his student days. The creative nurturing
relationship with Claire, associated with country house, beach and forest is seen as 'only an
interim' to a restless American Jew imbued
with the spirit of his people.
The themes of restlessness, impermanence
and emotional volatility are not new to Roth,
but in this novel they are incorporated in the
life of a university teacher of literature. This
gives the author an opportunity to dramatise
an interplay between emotion and intellect by
drawing on the resouces of other literary
works. In addition, Roth shows some uses and
abuses of literature. In one comic episode Mr
Kepesh proudly presents his professor son with
a set of 32 'Shakespeare Medals' in sterling
silver which 'I can guarantee will keep abreast
of the inflation, and long after paper money is
as good as worthless.' On a romantic holiday
with Claire during which the couple travel to
Kafka's grave in Prague, David Kepesh writes
out an introductory lecture for his proposed
new course, Literature 341 (,Erotic Desire').
Sitting in a cafe of the hotel in Prague watched
by two prostitutes, the American professor is
inspired to write his lecture by Kafka's 'Report
to an Academy', the story in which an ape
addresses a learned scientific gathering. The
lecture is a fine mix of sense and nonsense,
showing the need among many academics to
demonstrate the closeness of literature to life
as well as the hazards of this demonstration.
Professor Kepesh suggests to his imagined
class:
'As an experiment you might even want
during the course of this year to try living
without any classroom terminology at all,
to relinquish "plot" and "character" right
along with those very exalted words with
which not a few of you like to solemnize
your observations, such as "epiphany,"
"persona," and, of course, "existential" as a
modifier of everything existing under the
sun. I suggest this in the hope that if you
talk about Madame Bovary in more or less
the same tongue as you use with the grocer,
or your lover, you may be placed in a more
intimate, a more interesting, in what might
even be called a more referential relationship with Flaubert and his heroine.'
The 'lecture' is followed by a bizarre interview
with an old woman who claims to be 'Kafka's
whore.' The episode ridicules beautifully the
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mania for authenticity in some, particularly
American, literary research, and the gullibility
of academics. But Roth has a discomforting
habit of never allowing you to be too sure in
his comic distortions of the line between fantasy and actuality.
The deeper and more serious conflicts in
David Kepesh are revealed in his obsession
with Chekhov:
'I return to Chekhov's fiction nightly, listening for the anguished cry of the trapped and
miserable socialised being, the well bred
wives who during dinner with the guests
wonder "Why do I smile and lie?" and the
husbands, seemingly settled and secure, who
are "full of conventional truth and conventional deception".'
His essay Man in a Shell, 'an essay on license
and restraint in Chekhov's world,' is as much
about its writer at a certain phase in his life as
it is about Chekhov.
The sudden switches from intensity of feeling to humorous self analysis or satire in
Roth's book give it a warmth that is lacking in
the books about English academic life. Whereas they often appear cool and calculated,
Roth's novel continually moves on the far
shores of sanity, called back from the dark
seas only by that marvellous humour we have
come to call American Jewish, which excels in
making a mock of mockery. There are national
differences here which reflect on the countries
and education systems that breed them.
Keith Thomas's Idlers in the Land is more
wholeheartedly satiric than the other three
novels, though often in a knockabout farcical
manner. Its epigraph, 'But he is weak; both
Man and Boy / Hath been an idler in the land'
expresses a common view of teachers and
taught in Australian universities, which the
novel goes a long way towards confirming.
The main character, Reg Hughes, is summed
up early in the book:
'He didn't envy stockbrokers and lawyers
with their yachts tied up and waiting for
them in Double Bay. He was an anthropologist in the middle academic rank, happy
to have got himself so far, angry only at
those in the department who were thwarting his rise to a more comfortable eminence,
but not unhappy with himself or wanting
to change into another sort of man. His
persona was good enough; he'd made it and
he liked it; the broken, crooked teeth, leather
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clothes, chunk of beard, masculine mateyness, the involvement in Ngarlingarli studies
in which he took positions in opposition to
his professor. When he had been younger
and not sure of his style he had for a time
affected a pipe. Now it was cigarettes wholesale all the day.'
A recognisable creature of the 1960s, Reg
Hughes is offset by his colleague Janos Belcredi, who joins him in his picaresque adventures in search of truth and advancement:
The thin Hungarian looked as usual like a
revolutionary who had spent all his time smiling over the catalogue cards in a public
library although dressed to roam the hills
with an automatic weapon. Egg-headed,
round steel spectacles sparkling, sandshoes
scraping away at the floor, disposals store
trousers and shirt drifting apart, Belcredi
glowed with inward joys. The world could
never hurt him. Stuffed under the mattress
of his bed in his boarding house were hundreds of papers in his neat handwriting, his
notes on archaeology, history, anthropology,
sociology, culture and philosophy, and in
those papers his intellect roamed supreme,
huge and uncontrolled, like some strange
great reptile in the age of dinosaurs.
This strange pair bear a distant resemblance
to Don Quixote and Sancho Panza as they tilt
at windmills of academic fraudulence and
hypocrisy.
But Reg Hughes, with brash Australian pragmatism, has a possible dream which he means
to turn to good effect and which seems to have
his author's blessing. Behind his easy-going
manner, colloquial language and his apparently
casual relationships is a drive for success which
differs from the Sydney success-seekers in Alex
Buzo's plays mainly in the different prizes that
are at stake. The barriers to Hughes's ambition
are the ageing Professor Hole, who appropriately never appears in the narrative, and his
substantial personal assistant Dr Frieda Trumper - a triumphant comic figure. These two
between them have prepetrated a massive hoax
on their generation of anthropologists and on
the world at large. To arrive at the truth
which he suspects Hole and Trumper of concealing, Hughes, with the assistance of Belcredi,
steals the professor's research papers and
Aboriginal bones under cover of the disruption
caused by a student demonstration. In a scene
of pure farce Hughes escapes with his loot and
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a rare Aboriginal spear in his backside, hurled
by the redoubtable Dr Trumper. The episode
is one of several that show the author's considerable ability as a comic writer but which,
as a result of the caricaturing that goes with
them, detract in the end from the more serious
theme of establishing the truth about Aboriginal origins and ways of life. The second half
of the novel, which deals with 'fieldwork' in
northern Queensland as the younger anthropologists try to expose the errors of their predecessors and produce their own explanations,
reads like a detective novel set in the outback.
The author succeeds to some extent in sustaining suspense as the truth is uncovered by a
series of lucky encounters and shrewd calculations. Though Belcredi's theories remain in the
air, Reg Hughes emerges triumphant, publishes
the paper that will establish his reputation and
is offered a seat on the dubious chair of anthropology. Professor Hole's remains are suitably disposed of according to the rites of his
well-beloved but largely invented tribe.
As a fable of Australian university life Idlers
in the Land presents a jauntier and more optimistic prognosis than these recent novels that
deal with aspects of English and American
universities. Change seems possible, the replacement of old truths with new. Energetic, nobulls hit Reg Hughes, untrammelled by tradition or false learning establishes the truth of
his cause-and his own advancement-through
a mixture of brazen effrontery, native shrewdness and perseverance. But the truth that Keith
Thomas sets his characters to uncover seems
somehow less subtle and complex than Roth's,
or even Amis's. After the initial audacities, the
problem Thomas sets is one for shrewd common sense and rationality: for Roth's and
Amis's central characters, their rational calculating minds are the problem - whatever
knowledge is to be achieved must be personal
knowledge, a coming to terms with the sources
of their desire. This Australian novel does not
put the psyche under the microscope in that
way: externalised satire of institutions is
stronger than interior analysis. In this respect
the novel is typical of recent Australian fiction
and drama, which is stronger on externals than
the interiors of human beings.
Perhaps it is not too fanciful to recognise
something particularly Australian in Reg
Hughes's greedy and expectant lunge after
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answers; something particularly American in
David Kepesh's mordant introspection; and
something very English about Jake Richardson's verbal wit and common sense. Lively,
readable novels, as these are, can persuade us
to see things their way, illuminating characters
in terms of their given milieux.
The institutions to which these fictional academics are attached also have different characteristics. The Australian campus is a playground for academic frauds and energetic
demonstrators, reformers and exhibitionists a picture of simpler and livelier times. The
American university scarcely exists as an institution in Roth's novel, but rather as a resource
centre for the individual academic to work out
his personal problems and write his books and
articles. Amis's Oxford, like Stewart's, is tradition-bound, a place for men to remain boys a last refuge before the deluge. Pattison and
Jowett would, if they were alive, still prefer
Oxford to the others, but would be horrified at
the distortions of their ideals on all sides. We
are more likely to enjoy these novels for what
they are, showing as they do that the comic
spirit at least is alive and well in the universities. In an age when sermons no longer work,
laughter is the great corrective.
BRUCE BENNETT

VULTURE CULTURE
A review of Michael Herr's book, Dispatches,
(Picador, $4.25)
"after the death of many heroes,
evils remain ... "
(Keith Douglas, "The Offensive, 2")
War correspondents are like vultures: they
live off the killing of others. When it comes
to the ugly business of death and dying, the
war correspondent is there, poking and prying
with a morbid and voyeuristic curiosity.
"There's no way around it, if you photographed a dead marine with a poncho over
his face and got something for it, you were
some kind of parasite. But what were you
if you pulled the poncho back first to make
a better shot, and did that in front of his
friends? Some other kind of parasite, I suppose." (p. 183)
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Most correspondents are reasonably articulate
and sensitive men, but to get a good story or
photograph, frailer feelings have to be put to
one side.
"The wind was strong enough to send tarmac
strips flying fifty feet across the 1z and he
[Larry Burrows] ran through it to work, photographing the crew, getting the soldiers coming down the incline to board the chopper.
getting the kids throwing off the mailbags
and cartons of rations and ammunition. getting the three wounded being lifted carefully
on board. turning again to get the six dead
in their closed body bags. then the rise of
the chopper (the wind now was strong
enough to tear papers out of your hand).
photographing the grass blown flat around
him and the flying debris. taking one picture
each of the chopper rearing. settling and
departing. When it was gone he looked at
me. and he seemed to be in the most open
distress. 'Sometimes one feels like such a
bastard· ... (p. 183)
As one correspondent said, "you can't focus
with tears in your eyes".
The responsibilities on the shoulders of the
correspondents in the Vietnam war were considerable. In their reporting they were responsible for the way in which people at home saw
the war. and this knowledge coloured their
choice of words. Thus. for example. when
Michael Herr talks of the situation at Khe
Sanh. he knows that given the circumstances.
". .. Khe Sanh said 'siege'. it said 'encircled
marines' and 'heroic defenders'. It could be
understood by newspaper readers quickly. it
breathed Glory and War and Honoured Dead.
It seemed to make sense." (p. 88) In almost
any situation the correspondent found himself
between two groups with different expectations
of his reporting. Herr speaks for all correspondents when he says of interviewing company level commanders in the field. "sooner or
later all of us heard one version or another of
'My marines are winning this war. and you
people are losing it for us in your papers· ... (p.
184). Judging from what Herr says. it appears
that there were in effect four groups seeking
to put over their version of the war: the Army
Command in Vietnam. the United States Administration. the Press. and the people of America. The Army Command would tell the Administration that they were winning. who
would in turn recruit more soldiers to deliver
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the knockout blow. and when those soldiers
arrived in Vietnam to find the war was a dead
end affair. to whom could they tell their story
but the press. who through their papers in
America and the world made the people more
aware. Perhaps too simplistic a view? It has
been said. and with much truth, that when "the
real story finally did get over •... it toppled a
president. split the country. and caused Americans to make a serious reappraisal of the basic
nature of their nation."* The collective effect
of the reportage of the correspondents in Vietnam could be compared with the effect of Russell's dispatches from the Crimea.
When it became clear that there was an
official view. or "command stance" on the war.
put out by the Joint United States Public Affairs Office. and that this was incompatible
with what correspondents had seen and heard.
the full weight of the world's need to know
fell on the war correspondent's shoulders.
There was no shortage of them either. for at
the height of the fighting in 1969 there were
some 670 accredited correspondents in Vietnam. working for at least as many newspapers
and magazines with a worldwide circulation.
Understandably. the correspondents felt a good
deal of camaraderie. and when Michael Herr
says "we" in the book. he is in fact referring
to the correspondents themselves. men from
vastly differing backgrounds who found a common purpose in covering the war.
An examination of the war correspondent's
position and motives is worthwhile. Even
though the correspondents liked to believe that
they were living exactly the same as the average infantryman (A Military Assistance Command accreditation pass entitled the holder to
basic rations. "accommodation" and transport).
Herr frequently mentions the small things that
the soldiers would do for him. from getting
him an air bed mattress to covering him in a
firefight. Even though dressed the same as
other infantrymen. when told that they were
correspondents. the men instantly accorded
them respect.
"We were on the ground when those rounds
came. and a marine nearer the trench had
been splattered badly across the legs and
groin. I sort of took him into the trench
with me. It was so crowded I couldn't help
• Philip Knightley, The First Casualty, (Deutsch, 1975)
p.383.
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leaning on him a little, and he kept saying,
'You motherfucker, you cocksucker', until
someone told him that I wasn't a grunt but
a reporter. Then he started to say, very
quietly, 'Be careful, Mister. Please be careful.'" (p_ 92-93 )
At the same time many correspondents were
treated with ill-concealed contempt by many
soldiers, "who believed that all of us were
traitors and liars and the creepiest kinds of
parasites_" (p_ 168). Many soldiers hated the
correspondents for a good rea90n, because they
would hate "any hopeless fool who would put
himself through this thing when he had choices,
any fool who had no more need of his life than
to play with it in this way" (p. 168). The feelings of such infantrymen towards the correspondents could be summed up by the words
Herr overheard one Marine say to a disappearing jeep-load of journalists: "Those fucking
guys', he'd said. 'I hope they die'." (p.168) It
would be most accurate to say that while the
correspondents were in the conflict, they were
not at it: though necessity, "survival etiquette",
often demanded the use of weapons, the number of correspondents who died fighting can
be counted on the fingers of one hand. *
The motives of the war correspondent are
more difficult to ascertain. When Herr reports
some young soldier saying: "'We're here to
kill Gooks. Period'." and adds: "Which wasn't
true of me. I was there to watch" (p. 24), the
explanation is too neat, and in the light of the
reporting that came from Vietnam, makes too
passive a figure of the correspondent. Besides,
the desire to observe has more of an edge to it
than that:
"A few miles north and a little east, a company of the 9th was in the middle of an evil
firefight that would last until nightfall, leaving eleven of them dead, and nearly thirty
wounded, but we knew nothing about that
now. If we had, we might possibly have
made an effort at getting to it, some of us at
least, explaining it later in cold professional
terms and leaving all the other reasons unspoken, understood between us. If a Marine
has expressed a similar impulse, we would
probably have called him psychotic." (p.
156)
The book however tells of a developing sophistication of attitude and increasing honesty towards self about the war, and a steady clarification of motives through hindsight.
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One of the most intriguing features of the
book, however, is the way that Herr unwittingly developed a more sophisticated attitude toward the war, and his role in it, albeit sometimes from hindsight.
"Talk about impersonating an identity, about
locking into a role, about irony: I went to
cover the war and the war covered me; an
old story, unless you've never heard of it.
I went there behind the crude but serious
belief that you had to be able to look at any
thing, serious because I acted on it and went,
crude because I didn't know, it took the war
to teach it, that you were as responsible for
everything you saw as you were for everything you did." (p. 24)
This last position is perhaps the most reliable
vantage point for the correspondent to look on
war, for it pitches him into it: "'Must be
pretty hard to stay detached,' a man on the
plane to San Francisco said, and I said, 'Impossible'" (p. 32). In a passage like something
from Wilfred Owen or Dante, Herr gives us
the real origin of his desire to tell the truth:
"There was a Marine in Hue who had come
after me as I walked towards the truck that
would take me to the airstrip, he'd been
locked in that horror for nearly two weeks
while I'd shuttled in and out for two or three
days at a time. We knew each other by now,
and when he caught up with me he grabbed
my sleeve so violently that I thought he was
going to accuse me, or worse, try to stop me
from going. His face was all but blank with
exhaustion, but he had enough feeling left to
say, 'Okay, man, you go on, you go on out
of here you cocksucker, but I mean it, you
tell it! You tell it, man. If you don't tell it
.. .'''. (p.167)
This does not make Wilfred Owen's, "pacifists
with very seared consciences," of all correspondents, but I mention Owen because, as
Dylan Thomas said of him, there was no
wound that he saw that he did not feel himself,
no death that he saw that he did not undergo
again himself. In the final analysis this is also
Herr's viewpoint, as speaking of the dead he
concludes
"However many times it happened, whether
I'd known them or not, no matter what I'd
felt about them or the way they died, their
* Time's Charles Mohr (see Knightley, p. 381-2) and
UPI photographer Charlie Eggleton (see Knightley,
p.405 and Herr, p. 186).
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story was always there and it was always
the same: it went, 'Put yourself in my
place'." (p.32)
When nations trek from progress true correspondents must also be truthful.
The method of this book is that of a series
of stories strung together on a central sequence
of events, from Dak To to Hue, Khe Sanh and
the Tet Offensive.
"Sometimes the stories were so fresh that the
teller was in shock, sometimes they were
long and complex, sometimes the whole
thing was contained in a few words on a
helmet or a wall, and sometimes they were
hardly stories at all but sounds and gestures
packed with so much urgency that they became more dramatic than a novel, men talking in short violent bursts as though they
were afraid they might not get to finish ..."
(p.31-32)
This method of organising a war memoir is not
all that unusual: Keith Douglas said of his recollections of war in the North African Campaign, "against a backcloth of indeterminate
landscapes of words and smells, dance the
black and bright incidents". Robert Graves'
Goodbye To All That and Siegfried Sassoon's
Memoirs of an Infantry Officer could also be
described as a series of anecdotes loosely linked
by a central personal and historical perspective.
"Dispatches" is indeed the best word to describe the insights that Michael Herr's book
achieves: brief, almost laconic (Herr has yet to
discover any punctuation other than the comrna), the wounds still bright with fresh blood.
The stories vary in length and detail. Here
is one of the more cryptic: "'Patrol went up a
mountain. One man came back. He died before he could tell us what happened'." (p.14)
A story in the best Mosaic tradition, it obsessed Herr for a year. Though an anecdotal
method might seem to lend itself to confusion,
the cumulative effect of all the stories is to
arrive at one overall statement, because each
story illustrates one facet of the chaotic military/social/political problem that was Vietnam.
To take one example, Herr asks a soldier from
the First Infantry Division about the treatment
of Vietnamese by the Americans, and receives
this answer:
" 'Well, you know what we do to animals ...
kill 'em, and beat 'em so's we can train 'em.
Shit, we don't treat the Dinks no different
than that'."
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And as Herr then observes, "the kid from Big
Red One had said more about the Hearts and
Minds programme than they'd heard in over an
hour of statistics." (pp.176-177). Elsewhere
Herr may say that "pacification ... was hardly
anything more than a swollen, computerised tit
being forced upon an already violated population, a costly, valueless programme that worked
only in press conferences" (p. 173), but this
statement is of a completely different order of
thought, and the "kid from Big Red One" has
said it already with more economy and force.
At the same time that he seeks to show a
new war in new terms, Herr merely gives added weight to the idea that war itself does not
change. Though Herr seeks to blast the myths
of previous wars, from the "lowest John
Wayne wetdream to the most aggravated soldier-poet fantasy" (p. 24), the material that
he uses from his experiences of the war merely
brings to mind other wars in this century. In
at least two areas, Herr shows that the patterns
of human response to war have not changed.
The first is the function of language in war.
Since Paul Fussell's work The Great War and
Modem Memory (OUP, 1976), we have come
to understand that words are important in signalling attitudes and approaches, and Fussell
demonstrated the extent to which everyday
usage has been coloured by what he sees as the
archetypal modern experience, the First World
War. Though Herr's military jargon will never
be as current as that of the Tommies of the
First War, "Lurp", "H and I", "grease" and
"scarf" add to the unique first hand flavour of
the book, much of which is reported speech,
unexplained and unedited. However, another
aspect of the Vietnamese vocabulary was when
it was used to more sinister effect. In Vietnam
the enemy was· physically indistinguishable
from the ally, and propaganda aimed at arousing the racial hatred of the American soldier
made no allowance for this similarity. In Vietname, racism became a virtue, and all Vietnamese became "dinks", "slopes", "slants" and
"go oks", these epithets having the same dehumanising effect as "Hun" and "Boche" in a
previous war. This lack of discrimination between Viet Cong and Vietnamese may account
for the discrepancies between claims of enemy
killed and weapons captured in reports on
search and destroy operations by American
military authorities. A living old man could
turn out to be an embarrassingly innocent Viet65

namese civilian: dead he could be metamorphosed into a Viet Cong by the mechanism of
the body count. A single story suffices to sum
up this aspect of the war:
"One of the Loaches [a helicopter gunship] rose suddenly, and flew over the hill,
crossed the river and darted into Laos. Then
it circled quickly, dipped, flew directly over
us and hung there. The pilot radioed the
Captain.
'Sir, there's a gook di-di-ing down the
trail into Laos. Permission to kill him.'
'Permission given'.
'Thank you." the pilot said, and the ship
broke its suspended motion and sped towards the trail, clearing its guns." (p. 131).
The second is the use of words to lie and
deceive either an audience, or, very subtly, the
user. Again, using Fussell's work as the starting point, the euphemism came into its own in
VIetnam. As Herr says of the Military Assistance Command Vietnam press briefings, "language was used as a cosmetic", and goes on to
say that "since most of the journalism from the
war was framed in that language or proceeded
from the view of war those terms implied, it
would be as impossible to know what Vietnam
looked like from reading most newspaper stories as it would be to know how it smelled" (p_
79). The MACV briefings in Saigon are described as "an Orwellian grope through the
events of the day" (p.84) and the opportunities for doublethink and doublespeak are numerous. For example, categorising the kinds of
fire from a gunship, Herr divides them into
"'discreet burst', 'probe', 'prime selection',
'constructive load'" (p. 56), but these delicately consonental phrases hide their real meaning:
talking later of a "discreet burst", Herr says
that it "tore an old grandfather and two children to bits as they ran along a paddy wall one
day" (p. 179). Again, another story will act as
an illustratiOn.
"The sergeant had lain out near the clearing for almost two hours with a wounded
medic. He had called over and over for a
medevac, but none had come. Finally, a
chopper from another outfit, a LOH, appeared, and he was able to reach it by radio.
The pilot told him that he'd have to wait for
one of his own ships, they weren't coming
down, and the sergeant told the pilot that
if he didn't land for them he was going to
open fire from the ground, and fucking well
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bring him down. So they were picked up
that way, but there were repercussions.
The commander's code name was Mal
Hombre, and he reached the sergeant later
that afternoon from a place with the call
sign Violent Meals.
'God damn it, sergeant,' he said through
the static, 'I thought you were a professional soldier'.
'I waited as long as I could Sir. Any longer, I was gonna lose my man.'
'This outfit is perfectly capable of taking
care of its own dirty laundry. Is that clear,
Sergeant?'
'Colonel, since when is a wounder trooper
"dirty laundry"?'
'At ease, Sergeant,' Mal Hombre said, and
radio contact was broken." (pp. 148-149).

To reiterate Fussell's thesis: words are being
used to distort reality and protect the user from
the true consequences of his situation.
The parallels between Herr's work and Fussell's ideas are numerous. In many cases it
seems that in trying to avoid the periphrasis of
First World War diction a new set of euphemisms is being constructed:
"In this war they called it 'acute environmental reaction', but Vietnam has spawned
a jargon of such delicate locutions that it's
often impossible to know even remotely the
thing being described. Most Americans
would rather be told that their son is undergoing acute environmental reaction rather
to hear that he is suffering from shell shock,
because they could no more cope with the
fact of shell shock than they could with the
reality of what had happened to this boy
during five months at Khe Sanh." (p. 78)
In many of the situations in this book, particularly in the almost trench warfare like defense
of Khe Sanh (Dien Bien Phu was also virtually
a trench warfare battle), one has a strong sense
of deja vu, and when Herr searches for effect
he invariably comes up with First War parallels, even to the litanies of the place names:
"The towns had names that laid a quick
chilly touch on your bones: Kontum, Dak
Mat Lop, Dak Roman Peng, Poli Klang,
Buon Blech, Pleiku, Pleime, Plei Vi Drin
.. ." (p. 81)
Indeed, when Herr says "Our machine was
devastating. And versatile. It could do everyWESTERLY, No.1, MARCH, 1979

thing but stop" (p. 63), we have definitely heard
this said of another war.
In one important aspect of war which he
chronicles, Herr demonstrates more than ever
that war still presents the same dilemmas to
those involved in it. Briefly, they can be summed up as what to do with one's human responses when confronted with the inhuman.
To remain human, one must give the dead
their due of mourning, but to go on functioning one had to regard the dead with a certain
detachment:
"They were always telling you that you
mustn't forget the dead, and they were always telling you that you shouldn't let yourself think about them too much. You
couldn't remain effective as a soldier or a
reporter if you got all hung up on the dead,
fell into patterns of morbid sensuality, entered perpetual mourning." (p.202)
This entails a division between the person and
the profession, be it soldier or correspondent,
that leads to much self distrust, and a lot of
correspondents found themselves "watching the
war and all its hideous secrets, earning their
cynicism the hard way and turning their selfcontempt back out again into laughter" (p.
175). Some had to go to extremes of sensation
even to be able to feel again, after the initially
numbing impact of the war.
"People retreated into
irony, cynicism, despair,
tion and declared for it,
could make them feel so

positions of hard
some saw the aconly heavy killing
alive." (p.52)

The mechanisms by which the mind avoids
the true significance of what it sees are complex but necessary: disbelief is not such an unhealthy reaction as it may at first seem. Talking of the "Obscuration effect" of the mind on
seeing war photographs, Herr says that "even
when the picture was sharp and clearly defined,
something wasn't clear at all, something repressed that monitored the images and withheld
their essential information." However, when
confronted with real dead, the same mechanism
comes into action:
"Supposedly, you weren't going to have
that kind of obscuration when you finally
started seeing them on real ground in front
of you, but you tended to manufacture it
anyway because of how often and how badly you needed protection from what you
were seeing . . ." (p. 23)
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Perhaps this feeling of being an onlooker is
inherent in the position of being a war correspondent, as Herr records that "it took a month
to lose that feeling of being a spectator at
something that was part game, part show" (p.
138). For Herr, however, this is only part of
the explanation, as the passages just quoted
deal with his more formal role of war correspondent. Throughout the book there are other
passages in which he grapples with the fears
generated by being under fire. In a central passage, Herr at last defines the idea which frightens him: "If he has the imagination, or the
experience of war, he will precognise his own
death a thousand times a day" (p. 78). It was
this knowledge in an unspoken form which had
relieved him of so much stress during the earlier bitter fighting for Hue: "I realized that the
only corpse I couldn't bear to look at would
be the one I would never have to see' (p. 67).
In its conclusion the book is far from optimistic. In Herr's opinion the war has created
a nervous, violent generation, for whom peace,
"laughingly referred to as 'normal circumstances' ," will never be the same again. Too
many of the men took the deceptively easy
steps of "Life-as-movie, war-as-(war)movie,
war-as-life" (p.58), coming as they did from
the "Television City" of contemporary urban
North America. For those who had seen countless war films on television, "it was the same
familiar violence, only moved over to another
medium; some kind of jungle play with giant
helicopters and fantastic special effects, actors
lying out there in canvas body bags waiting for
the scene to end so they could get up again and
walk it off." (p. 169). Running as a steady
undercurrent through the book are the stories
of those who have become totally unfitted for
peace by war. "'I just can't hack it back in the
world' ", says one Fourth Division Long Range
Patrol Specialist, back for his third tour after
having been an only survivor from ambushes
on two previous occasions, once with the Air
Cavalry and once with the Green Berets. He
tells Herr that "after he'd come back home last
time he would sit in his room all day, and
sometimes he'd stick a hunting rifle out the
window, leading people and cars as they passed
his house until the only feeling he was aware
of was all up in the tip of that one finger". (p.
13). Another man, also on his third tour, told
Herr how in his home in North Carolina he
had
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" ... a large, glass·covered display case in
which he kept his medals and decorations
and citations, the photographs taken during
three tours and countless battles, letters
from past commanders, a few souvenirs.
The case stood in the centre of the living
room, he said, and every night his wife and
three kids would move the kitchen table out
in front of it, and eat dinner there." (p.
140)

For those who do manage to stay in America,
there is a heavy price to pay in insomnia or
nightmares: one man who had been a medical
officer in the Central Highlands still slept with
the lights on after two years.
This leads to the most exceptionable theme
in the book. The soldiers just mentioned in the
previous paragraph deserve our sympathy but
in the overall development of the author's atti·
tude to war as revealed in the book, their rejection of peace becomes part of a subtle and invidious eulogising of war to which Herr surrenders in spite of himself. Herr's elaboration
on the theme of war being fun is the least
defensible part of the book, chiefly because it is
based on an essentially unhealthy sensuality
which has its origins in the confusion of phallos and firepower. Skimming through the book
there is a recurrent fascination with the machinery of war seen in purely sexual terms.
"It was incredible, those little ships were
the most beautiful things flying in Vietnam
(you had to stop once in a while and admire
the machinery), they just hung there above
those bunkers like wasps outside a nest.
'That's sex,' the captain said. 'That's pure
sex.''' (p. 131)

Some take the obsession literally into their
sexual lives, as Herr recounts:
"Sometimes we put out so much fire you
couldn't tell, whether any of it was coming
back or not. When it was, it filled your
ears and your head until you thought you
were hearing it with your stomach. An English correspondent I knew made a cassette
of one of the heavy ones, he said he used
it to seduce American girls."
It follows in this sexually preoccupied world

that the worst wound is "The Wound".
"Whenever a shell landed in a group,
everyone forgot about the next rounds and
skipped back to rip their pants away, to
check, laughing hysterically with relief, even
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though their legs might be shattered, their
kneecaps torn away, kept upright by their
relief and shock, gratitude and adrenalin."
(p.ll0)
Perhaps the most illuminating and yet damning
image that Herr gives of the experience of battle is one which marries threat and promise in
an arresting juxtaposition, simultaneously suggesting the horror and facsination of war.
"And every time [after a contact] you
were so weary afterwards, so empty of
everything but being alive that you couldn't
recall any of it, except to know that it was
like something else you had felt once before.
It remained obscure for a long time, but
after enough times the memory took shape
and substance and finally revealed itself one
afternoon after breaking off of a firefight.
It was the feeling you'd had when you were
much, much younger and undressing a girl
for the first time." (p. 112)
This image of seduction betrays the extent to
which Herr has surrendered to the impUlse to
speak of war as a positively enriching and more
intense way of life.
But for me the most chilling single line of
the book, after all the ambushes, firefights,
sleepless nights spent waiting for attacks, artillery bombardments, mortaring, rocket attacks
and patrol contacts, was one small, seemingly
insignificant sentence towards the end, when
Herr uses the collective pronoun "we" not in
the sense of "we correspondents" but in a
broader sense, to refer, I believe, to a whole
generation of Americans:
"I think that Vietnam was what we had
instead of happy childhoods." (p. 195)

JOHN WEBB

THE TABLOID STORY POCKET BOOK, ed.
Michael Wilding (Wild and Woolley Press,
Sydney, 1978). Paperback, $3.95.
In terms of quantity alone, The Tabloid Story
Pocket Book offers what the blurb calls 'a
moveable feast': nearly three hundred pages,
forty-three short stories by thirty-four Australian writers. The anthology is Michael Wilding's selection of the 'best writers' from the
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pages of nineteen issues of Tabloid Story, the
magazine founded in 1972 by Wilding, Frank
Moorhouse and Carmel Kelly, all of them
notable names on the Australian literary scene.
It is a difficult volume to assess, given quantity, variations in standard, and a mixed
authorship. To some extent, too, the broadly
political intentions of Tabloid Story ought to
be considered - the attempts by its editors to
break down the monopoly of the establishment
literary journals and to provide a market for
the unacceptably 'new' fiction.
Michael Wilding's afterword in the anthology provides an interesting resume of the
intentions, literary and strategic, of the magazine, and a survey of its rocky history. Both
points provocatively highlight the difficulties
confronting Australian writers who languished
under the restrictions of a stringent censorship
and a prevailing literary and cultural conservatism. Tabloid Story has waged its battle on a
number of fronts. One is the issue of content,
and the struggle to gain freedom to deal with
the hitherto taboo subjects of sex, drugs, contemporary alternative life-styles. In matters of
form and style, too, the 'new' fiction wars
against the realistic beginning-middle-and-end
story, the Lawson tradition predominant in
Australian prose fiction. Wilding's apologia
also includes a plea for 'internationalism', a
freedom to create fictional worlds unrelated to
specifically Australian subject-matter.
Tabloid's Story's non-literary intentions, its
unionist dimension, have included various attempts to gain improved economic conditions
for Australian writers. To this end, the magazine's first editors waived the demand for typewritten manuscripts and inclusion of return
postage, annotated the manuscripts, and paid
on acceptance rather than publication. Significantly, Tabloid Story was the first literary
magazine to pay the Australian Society of
Authors' recommended minimum rate, and the
first to make public its rate of payment. Something of the tone of unionist championing the
underdog is conveyed in Wilding's assertion
that 'we broke down the haughtiness and contempt and discourtesy still found in literary
magazines by recognizing contributors as the
source of life for a little magazine.'
This, then, constitutes the background. The
self-styled 'underground' image of the magazine, and its range of concern beyond the speWESTERLY, No.1, MARCH, 1979

cifically literary, needs emphasizing: any
assessment of this volume's achievement must
include a recognition of the broadly cultural
and evolutionary nature of the exercise. For
while a number of the stories presented here
are the works of skilled and practised craftsmen, many of them reflect the mixed success
of novices, in some cases, 'one-off' writers. It
would be unfair to compare the polished professionalism of, say Peter Carey or Frank
Moorhouse, with 'Like Me', a story by twentysix year old Gary Young, 'expelled from High
School when he was in fourth form', as the
biographical note proudly announces. Unevenness of quality is predictable, but not necessarily damning. Part of the value of a venture
like Tabloid Story lies in the encouragement it
gives to 'new' (not necessarily young) writers
who might otherwise not find a voice. Wilding
stresses that the 'new' fiction is always in the
process of evolving, changing, maturing.
Given the nature of the fiction encouraged
by the editors of Tabloid Story, certain patterns and preoccupations are readily discernible. Wilding himself provides four categories
of short story, which include questions of
content and/or form: fabulist literature, with
its emphasis on 'the finished fable', 'the rendered artefact' (Dal Stiven's 'The Unicorn', Chris
Aulich's 'The Message'); the literature of process, 'fiction interested in, self-conscious of, its
own evolution, aware of its generative process'
(Kris Hemensley's 'And Death of Joe';
Michael Wilding's 'The Nembutal Story'); the
confessional. revelatory mode, 'less defined by
its manner than by its materials - sexuality,
drugs, inner city bohemian life styles, despairs
and ecstasies (Vicki Viidikas's 'Getting It All
Together' and 'End of the Moon'; Carol
Novack's 'The Match'; Frank Moorhouse's
'The Oracular Story'); and stories which reveal
'a residual relationship with the social realist
tradition' in Australian fiction (Shirley Steyne's
'The Sagging of Bluey Metal", Averil Fink's
'An Ordinary Summer After All', Alan Maxwell's 'Tactics of the Endgame'): In a number of cases, of course, stories elude categorisation or blur the boundaries: Peter Carey's impressive 'Concerning the Greek Tyrant', for
example, combines the fantasy-reality mode
with an awareness of literature as artefact;
indeed, part of the meaning and poignancy of
this story lies in Carey's manipulation of the
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distance between the narrator and the sufferings
of his 'fictional' creations. Wilding's categories are useful as a means of defining certain
thematic and formal characteristics; and they
suggest (as he himself admits) the extent to
which the 'new' Australian fiction has, paradoxically, already become part of a tradition of
fictional experimentation.
Inevitably, however, other patterns emerge.
One of the most noticeable features of this
collection is its concern with contemporary
urban life, and the familiar problems of emotional isolation and moral confusion. The note
is sounded in the first story, Vicki Viidikas's
'Getting It All Together':

This seems to me one of the best stories in the
collection: the clipped aggressive idiom paradoxically reflects the vulnerability of the narrator, her desperately sought protection against
loneliness. Introspection is sometimes tinged
with a certain healthy self-mockery too, as in
Carol Novack's The Match':

Babies, streets with no destination, faces,
clocks that go off at the same time every
morning, empty coffee cups, laundromats.
People seem to be giving birth, moving to
the country, going to parties, or sitting back
turning on and watching television, happy
sloths. Couples burrow inwards making
dramatic plans for the future. Others start
drinking Fenugreek tea to rid their skins of
impurities. There's talk of pollution and
anti-noise committees. Two of my friends
become vegetarians and attack me when I
buy a hamburger in a milk bar. Everyone's
talking about aggression and what we can
do, we who have survived. I seem to have
the term 'making it' constantly on my mind
or other people's.
Oh world with your thousand stages. (p.14)

A number of the stories, however, don't escape
the dangers of this kind of preoccupation. Jaki
Taylor's 'Changes', for example, lapses at times
into rather self-indulgent triteness:

A preoccupation with self, personal relationships, image: many of the stories reflect the
retreat into private worlds and the difficulty of
discovering emotionally and morally nourishing
values. A number of them succeed by virtue of
a toughness, or a matter-of-fact acceptance of
incompleteness and loss, as the conclusion to
Viidikas's story shows:

They didn't bother to look in your eyes of
course. Only you and I know what was in
your eyes. If it was still there, even though
you'd sent me away because of the lure they
placed for you . . . You didn't know about
love and I said it was biggest high you'd
ever get and you asked me if I knew about
the law of gravity. If you're gonna put me
up there, if love is at the peak then it's got
to come down, you said, and I'm not planning on coming down - I'm not gonna give
you the chance to hurt me, you said. But
they already had you up. Only way, down;
and no help on the way. If you'd taken my
lure - the love one - you could have
come up again if I'd let you fall. That is
the living experience for feeling humans.
(Geraldine Willesee, 'Obituary of a Pop
Star; p.92)

I lay there thinking things like, there it
wasn't so difficult was it, admit it was damn
good, god you can be a defeatist sometimes,
this single life is okay. And I congratulated
myself ... on what? this single bed and one
cup of coffee reality, this free agent no responsibility . . .
Just before dawn I dressed and left the
house so Tony wouldn't wake up in the
morning and wonder who we were. Walking
down an alley things had got themselves together. Okay. The sun was coming up.
Streets led into streets. (p. 16)
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To cheer you up, I told you how I'd won
first prize in the Wodonga poetry competition. Oh really, you exclaimed . . . that's
the competition I won three years ago. Anyway, I showed you the poem and you lIKed
it. Said I used medical terminology very
skilfully in my metaphors. The poem was
about the loss of love and there were a lot
of scalpels in it. (p. 293)

We two. And you have changed me. Time.
The common denominator. Are all simply
REFUGEES? Or some forlorn eruption/
mutation of inter-solar flight. Driven to rise
and fall into the gently cooling sun? De we
ever really stop being afraid of the dark?
The twigs in the park spell your name. To
commemorate the indestructibility of things.
We held and won. (p.143)
Literature conceived primarily as a therapeutic
exercise does have its limitations. At times,
too, there is a parading of self, a tendency
to humourless egotism:

Rummaging around in various consciousnesses
tends to pall when those consciousnesses aren't
sufficiently interesting.
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Some stories place a valuably ironic perspective on the pre-occupation with self, the anguished search for 'alternative' values. Amy
Witting's 'A Piece of the Puzzle is Missing'
intelligently explores the problem of conforming to contemporary images of non-conformity,
specifically in relation to sexual casualness. On
a different tack, Frank Moorhouse's The
Oracular Story' parodies, through the selfconsciously 'literary' dialogue and observations
of the narrator, the trend to tortured introspection and analysis of self and others. His wryly
witty The Commune Does Not Want You',
ironically highlights the tendency to smugness,
pretentiousness, humourlessness, of the nonconformists:
I told her instead that I went to a commune once in Phoenix, Arizona, where
everyone was smoking dope and I was
drinking Lone Star Beer and they had a pet
Red Indian who noticed this and came over
to me and said, Wow man, you drinking
Lone Star Beer, give me some man, I love
beer, I can't smoke this shit, where you
from. I told him from Australia and he
said he'd heard great things about Australia,
like everyone drinks. I said yes everyone
drinks almost everyone. He said that sounded like the place for him.
At first she made no comment.
Then she said, 'Do you always talk so
much - you're not a very "still" person are
you? And I suppose that was meant to be a
put down of dope.'
How long, I thought, how long should I
give Milton if he's with a girl.
'How is the commune coming along?' I
asked, ploughing on with courtesy.
'Look man, this is a house we all share.
If you want to call it a commune you call it
a commune, but for us it is a simple experiment in shared living with a polyfunctional
endospace.'
'Ah!! So that explains the knocked down
walls, the huge circular holes.
I had been told that, as for sharing, it
was Milton who paid. (pp. 179-80)
A reminder, amongst other things, that seriousness need not be equated with solemnity.
Another predominant feature of the collection is its 'internationalism', at least with regard
to the noticeable lack of specifically Australian
subject-matter and setting. Many of the stories
are in fact unspecified as to time and place; a
number have Australian locales which are incidental to meaning; only one or two deal with
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recognizably Australian settings and subjects
(Shirley Steyne's The Sagging of Bluey Metal',
Averil Fink's 'An Ordinary Summer After
All'). Murray Bail's fine story, The Drover's
Wife', is an interesting example of a work
which, paradoxically, asserts its universitality
by deliberately focusing on the specifically
Australian. His concern with the outback, for
example, is, a la Patrick White, an exploration
of the country of the mind rather than a
naturalistic evocation of environment. Bail reworks a combination of Lawson's famous story
and Drysdale's equally famous painting, using
them as imaginative springboards for an examination of personal relationships. Bill Beard's
amusing 'How Bloggs misplaced his teeth the
evening the Acme rock band visited the Rozelle
Literary Institute', parodies ocker views of
Australian masculinity on the dance floor.
Bloggs emerges as a sadly inadequate 1970s
version of Banjo Paterson's near-legendary outback figures like Clancy and Saltbush Bill:
I felt my faith restored. Bloggs had saved
the day again. I offered him a swig of sock.
He said I'm going up the coast for a few
days. You're going to leave me with this
lady I said. She looked at me. Don't worry,
you won't catch the pox. My spirits soared.
You can always rely on your friends I said.
Bloggs looked at me and laughed, and the
four of them went off down the passageway.
I went to follow, but a t dozen or so young
kids were trailing them. My gut warmed.
Before you could say make mine cadbury's,
Bloggs had smashed an empty beer bottle
against the wall and made a t hearted thrust
at one of the kid's throat. (pp. 104-5)
The 'newness' of these stories, as has been
suggested, is partly a question of content: a
concern with contemporary life, private experience, themes not specifically Australian. Divergence from the nationalist tradition, 'the
formula bush tales, the straight narrative', in
Wilding's words, is also evident in formal and
stylistic experimentation. Many of the writers
here eschew fictional realism, create different
forms in an attempt to shape and convey different perspectives and visions. Michael Wilding's The Nembutal Story', reflects the delight
in aligning form and meaning. It is a story
about writing a story about someone else's
story, namely Frank Moorhouse's The Oracular Story', in this collection - the literature of
process with a vengeance:
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Two considerations: firstly, is his story a
round in his psychic battIe, a trial with live
ammunition, designed not for publication
in the magazine we are producing, but for
the promotion of unease, for the releasing
of uncertainties, a story written for me, my
psychic destruction. Yet secondly, more
charitably, more hopefully, might it not be
the materials for my story about his proposal, my story about the submission of
stories for the destruction of editors and
publishers' readers. Is this a gift from him,
providing material for me to write about,
a gift like his giving himself to Wesley, unsolicited, unexpected, imposed. Beware of
Greeks bearing gifts, of course, what Trojan
horse did Homer put through her gate, how
can I be unsuspicious? When I finished reading his story and he came back with the
beer ready to discuss the magazine with our
designer, I said, I'll tell the true account of
the nembutal incident; at which we both
laughed, at those private meanings of the
word true. (pp.58-59)
This is self-consciousness turning amusingly,
and seriously, back in on itself.
One of the most successful, and moving
stories in the collection, however, Alan Maxwell's Tactics of the Endgame', is firmly within
the realist tradition. Its subject, the moral education of a young boy in a country town, could
hardly be more conventional. The success of
the story rests partly on the intelligent handling
of point of view: the adult narrator, recounting the facts of past experience, reveals by
implication the child's naivete and unwittingly
callous obsessiveness with the world of objects,
strategy, game, and the old man's loneliness
and pathetic stoicism. It is an old-fashioned
beginning-middle end story, but here the formula still works well.
The Tabloid Story Pocket Book is a valuable
anthology for readers interested in contemporary trends in Australian short fiction; the encouragement of experimentation is an important and vital factor in the attempt to promote
a buoyant Australian literature. That some of
the stories reflect a gimmickery, obscurity, or
pretentiousness is no objection to experimentation per se; and this collection shows that
Tabloid Story's encouragement has its many
rewards.
SUSAN KOBULNICZKY
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Wendy Jenkins, Out of Water into Light, Fremantle Arts Centre Press, FremantIe, 1979,
29 pp. $2.50.
Criticism is easy whereas poetry is difficultso they say. But if the critic takes poetry seriously that is not necessarily so and the task
can be beset with ambiguity. For the meaning
of "poetry" is not fixed, and every new book
of poems represents a movement towards
some further realization of that meaning. So,
at the start, failure and success may be hard
to distinguish from one another, particularly
if the poet has not yet won full possession of
his or her poetic self, and, by consequence, of
a poetic style. Reviewing first books can be a
tricky business therefore, especially if the book
is unfashionable-as with clothes, that may
mean dowdiness, or it may indicate an independence, a sense of poetic autonomy which
can be one of the notes of major poetry,
though it can also be the mark of the crank
or the ignoramus. To complicate matters still
further, Wendy Jenkins' first book, Out of
Water into Light, which is also the first in a
new series by Fremantle Arts Centre Press,
Shoreline Poetry, was launched during the International Poetry Festival held this year as
part of the Perth Festival; that circumstance
made the book and my reading of these poems
even more ambiguous. Was my pleasure in
them partly at least the product of provincial
pride? After having heard so many fine poems
read by poets from elsewhere in Australia and
overseas, poets like Denise Levertov, George
Macbeth, Bruce Dawe, Judith Rodriguez,
Thomas Shapcott, was I determined, even if
unconsciously, to reassure myself that the
question of continuity was being dealt with,
that good poetry would go on being written,
the kind of poetry that Denise Levertov describes-and, indeed, writes-that "sets flowing
rivers that run out of Eden", and that, moreover, some of that poetry might be written
here in Western Australia?
Acknowledging all these doubts and selfquestions, then, I still think that the publication of these poems represents a significant
event and that, in fact, it might represent one
of the growing points of the Poetry Festival,
the other being the readings, notably by local
poets who have established some reputation,
but also by poets not yet established. Reading
Out of Water into Light, I have a sense that
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poetry in Western Australia will go on, that
there is promise here of a fine poet to come.
Not that I want to make claims that are too
large-that is another temptation that besets
the provincial. Nevertheless, if it is the task
of the critic to
. . . . look into the seeds of time
and say which grains will grow and which
will not
I venture to predict that Wendy Jenkins is a
poet who will come to matter, and that, not
merely for reasons of local patriotism.
I say this for several reasons, the first of
which is, paradoxically, that these are poems
which are local in the best sense. All too often
young poets are entranced with the notion of
writing poetry, or even worse, with writing
poetry like X's or Y's, whoever happens to be
the cult figure of the moment. But as Kierkegaard remarked, poetry is the act of a man
or woman in a concrete situation, it bears the
pressure of a life, or a way of being in the
world, or else it is another expression of the
sentimentality Lawrence condemned, the working off in words of feelings that we haven't
really got. But the world Wendy Jenkins inhabits is an honest one. Her father and grandfather lived in Fremantle which, as anyone who
knows Perth well will recognize, is a place of
its own. The site on convict days of the prison
and of the quarry where convicts worked
under the lash, the scene of the "Catalpa"
escape, the first stopping-off point for travellers on the long voyage out from Europe, the
place where the great strikes and great hungers of the 1920's and 30's occurred, and
where the new migrants came first to settle, it
has the life, the mixture of tongues and cultures, the cosmopolitan sense of a sea port. The
life, the sheer sturdy humanity of the place
and its people informs this poetry as the poet
attempts to master the images which have surrounded her from birth, wrestling with them
not merely to record but also to transfigure
them, turning Fremantle into a place of myth,
where the great stories and events go on happening. The river, the beaches and the harbour
dark under the wharves, are light also with
new possibility:
A piece of moon
has come away
in the nights dark hands,
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and shakes off shape below,
set free by water.
The night ferry comes in, and suddenly,
.... someone starts to sing,
just starts to sing
.
as if it really is that slmple .
or a martial arts group practices on the beach,
"flaps in the breeze,
stranger than seagulls"
and the poet's wry humour sees them ironically as part of a larger game, not always funny
though always lively:
new waves new waves coming in,
long after they have been expertly
kicked to death a dozen ways, and
the academy has taken its wet whites home.
This ability to get at the archetype represents
what Denise Levertov, to quote her again, has
characterized as the poet's task of "testing the
world for chances of living" and suggests that
her poetry is going to carry considerable
human-as distinct from merely literaryweight. If Bruce Dawe-another guest at the
Festival-is right and the suburbs represent
secular man's "secret hope of heaven", then
these poems begin to further that hope. As
Rilke knew, today
More than ever
the things that we can live by are falling away,
supplanted by an action without symbol.
But these poems are concerned to rescue the
world and concerned not only with outward
appearances but also with the inner workings,
with some primal action at work in them. So
the diver, for instance, working underneath
the wharf, becomes a kind of elemental being:
The water stays.
It holds him perfectly

and holds him poised,
a sanctioned deep invader,
He feels things move in
sounds before the word,
and thrills as that shared
language moves him too.
... Are we here perhaps just to say
house, bridge, well, gate, jug, fruit-tree,
windowat most, column, tower .. , but to say, understand this, to say it
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as the things themselves never fervently
thought to be?
Out of Water into Light responds to this
question of Rilke's, the question which may
indeed be central to the survival of our species
today, and says that perhaps we are here to
say these things. The poet takes seriously her
task as a fabulist, as the maker of myths, mak·
ing sense of the ordinary world by transfigUIing it into "something rich and strange", and
this is the more significant in a city whch
generally seems exempt from history, bemused
with the perpetual afternoon of Lotus Land.
Her world, in contrast, is generous, expansive,
and instead of contracting towards indolence
tends to explode into wonder and praise,
though one or two poems-"My Grandfather's Windmill" and "Bonfire" for example
-lack this vigour and do tend merely to
trail off. Moreover, this ability to sharpen and
enhance the facts tends to increase, not diminish, the conviction the poems carry, moving
to extend our delight in and appreciation of
"reality". Unlike Hans Andersen's, the mermaid of Ms Jenkins' sequence finally comes to
appreciate the earth, and the sequence concludes on an affirmative note:
On a good day I can stand against the roar,
My feet held by the firm line of the shore,
and find the old joys earthed are so much
more,
the affirmation being the weightier for the irony
implicit in the qualification of the phrase "on
a good day" which governs it.
But these poems are also promising because
the poet knows what words can be and do.
Not that she has as yet achieved complete
mastery. In particular, as the conclusion to the
Mermaid sequence (which I have just quoted)
indicates, she has not yet overcome the limitations the Australian language imposes, particularly on a poet of her kind, especially its
suspicion of melody, and indeed, of the instinctual and associative charge of language,
a suspicion which arises partly perhaps from
self-distrust, from a need to impose some kind
of control, some rational order upon experi
ence which presents itself as both chaotic and
hostile. On the credit side, it is true that by
speaking the common language, the poetic
voice here gains acceptance at once, as its unpretentiousness somehow grounds the dream74

like qualities the poet discovers in everyday
things, in matter-of-fact. In the title poem, for
example, the gangster image of the night
which "had us covered" makes the whole
poem more convincing, suggesting that the
poet who has seen figures of dream
who would come
stepping like gods into our light
is also someone who watches T.V. Her mythic
beings, figures out of desire, childhood memory or out of legend, may walk with more
grace than most but not through immortal, unseeable distances. They speak our language
and thus stand on common ground.
It is this honesty of tone which makes it
possible for the poet to take the risks she does.
The reticence of "Stranger", for instance,
allows her to confront the terrors of pain and
loss and look them coolly in the face, enabling
her speaking calmly to Charon in an Australian accent, as it were, so that even the awkwardness of the last line cannot mar the
triumph of the conclusion:
and now as you take the silver from his eyes,
he sees you as before through worlds of water,
and knows at the end-beginning who you are.
Again, the understatement of "About that
Rabbit", whose sense of the savage power of
life and poetry reminds me of Yeats' "The
Man and the Echo" also prevents the poem
from collapsing under the pressures of feeling.
Yet when all this is said, it remains that this
is a first book of poetry, a book that is not
yet perfect. In particular, there is a certain
thinness, a lack of resonance to the language
which makes many of the poems depend more
on promise rather than performance. "Dream
and Variations", for example, provides a set
of dream images which somehow remain disembodied; the experience they derive from is
not fully enacted in the language, and one
suspects that Ms Jenkins is too anxious to
communicate, to use her language in prosaic
fashion with too little concern for it as a
sensuous medium.
Yet her two other dream poems, "Ring of
Stones" and "The Great White Horse" are
successful. Here the language becomes a way
of keeping still, letting the inner event display
itself and choose its own rhythms and, without
claiming to be definitive, offering a total expression of a particular experience and that
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not by making grand claims but, on the contrary, by stressing the finite, setting the pretensions of the self ironically against the largeness of the world. Even here, however, one
could wish for a richer sense of language:
I wait.
I eat my shadow.
I let it pass from me
and there is night
does not quite match the sense "A Ring of
Stones" implies of some "mysterium tremens
et fascinans" taking place in the shadow of a
great ring of stones.
Bound up with this poverty, this failure to
make "each part/of speech a spark/awaiting
redemption, each/ a virtue, a power" (Denise
Levertov), there is a certain awkwardness of
form which troubles me. No doubt ours is a
formless culture, and the occasional lapse
from grammatical propriety into colloquial
usage as in the use of "that" as a relative pronoun in "the rivers slapping blackness/that we
watched" or the misuse of "that" in "as if it
really is that simple" indicates the price a poet
may have to pay for being part of that culture
which is careless of language. But there is a
loss here of precision and inventiveness, and in
the struggle between writer and word, the
struggle Humpty Dumpty summed up when
he said that "the question is, who is to be
master", that loss is crucial indeed. As a result
at times the poems tend to master the poet:
concluding themselves rather than submitting to
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the conclusion she imposes on them. At other
times, as in "A Fairy tale Childhood" the poet
manages to win but only by default. The trick
ending, almost like the ending of an O. Henry
story, suggests that the poet does not really
know how to return to the actual world from
the fabulous one she has created. Essentially,
Ms Jenkins' gift is perceptual, her best poems
live as part of a larger life, floating on an
undercurrent of dream which carries them on.
But where this fails, she is in trouble, unable
to govern the direction of her images or draw
conclusions from them. Her task then, is to
master the tools of her trade, develop her
poetic intelligence, her sense of form and language.
Nevertheless, Wendy Jenkins is a poet to
watch, a poet with the rare ability of speaking
personally but also speaking generally, enlarging the reader's sense of life, not so much to
contest the already contested but to nourish
the hunger within us not with dreams only but
also with the stuff of reality made splendidwhen her God comes, he wears sandals and
looks into a real house "a face,/shock real
with light at the window". Yet if we accept
Walter Murdoch's division of poets into
drunks and sobers, she is likely to belong to
the sobers, is not likely to try to stop the
world going round, but to praise what is here
before us, pushing us to the limits of knowledge and feeling, turning the waters into light.
VERONICA BRADY
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NOTES ON CONTRIBUTORS
RICHARD BELL-works as a lecturer in the Research Unit in University Education at the University of Western Australia, and has published poems in Australian
magazines.
JOHN BRYSON-is a graduate of Melbourne University, formerly a barrister
practising in Melbourne, and company director. Now secretary to the Australian
Performing Group at the Pram Factory.
COLLEEN BURKE-is a community worker in Glebe, Sydney, and has published
a collection of poems, and poetry in anthologies and magazines.
CHRIS W ALLACE-CRABBE-born in Melbourne and teaches English at the
University of Melbourne. He has travelled widely in Europe, Asia and North
America, and has a particular interest in the relationship between American and
Australian poetry. He has published a number of books of poems and a book of
criticism.
ALAN DILNOT-teaches English at Monash University, where he is also
Director of the Alexander Theatre. He has published a number of articles, mainly
on Dickens.
DIANE DODWELL-is a tutor in English at Burwood S.C.V. She has completed
her first book of poetry, Journeys.
MARGARET ELIOT-lives in Sydney. She taught history, but now works at
part-time jobs to enable her to devote more time to writing. She has published
short stories in some Australian journals.
ROGER GARWOOD-is a Fremantle photographer, who is producing an illustrated book on Fremantle with Tom Hungerford.
SUSAN HAMPTON-studied at Newcastle University and is completing honours
at Sydney University. Has published poetry and stories, and was awarded the
Patricia Hackett prize for contributions to Westerly in 1977.
DONNA HELLIER-is an Arts/Law student at Melbourne University. She has
published poems in magazines and anthologies; and won awards in literary competitions.
HELEN JACOBS-lives in Wellington, New Zealand, and has recently returned
to writing poetry. She has published some non-fiction and poems in a number of
journals.
EVAN JONES-teaches English at University of Melbourne. His most recent
book of poems, Recognitions, was published in 1978.
SUSAN KOBULNICZK Y-teaches in the English Department at the University
of Western Australia.
ANNE LLOYD-is a lecturer in Linguistics at Capricornia Institute of Advanced
Education, whose poems have appeared in overseas and Australian journals.
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NOEL MACAINSH-is a poet and critic, contributor to Australian and overseas
journals and anthologies. He lives at Blacf River, North Queensland, and teaches
in the English Department at James Cook University.
ANDREW McDONALD-is studying for postgraduate degree at Sydney.' He
has published poetry in Australian literary magazines, and was awarded the
Westerly Patricia Hackett Prize for 1977. His book Absence in Strange Countries
has been recently published by Queensland University Press.
DAN MIDALIA-is studying English at the University of Western Australia.
Exit Now is his first published story.
MICHELE NAYMAN-is a Melbourne poet and short story writer whose first
book of poetry, What You Love You Are, was published in 1977 by Neptune
Press. She is a Town and Regional Planning student at Melbourne University.
THOMAS SHAPCOTT-was born in Queensland. He has published collections
of poetry and has edited or co-edited three anthologies of contemporary verse.
He is editor of Contemporary American and Australian Poetry.
ALISON TILSON-is working as a research associate in Education at Melbourne
University. She has published poetry, and is now writing short stories and prose.
She is interested in 16 rom film making and photography.
JOHN WEBB-is a teacher, and M.A. student at the University of Western
Australia. He has a special interest in military history and literature.
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WESTERLY INDEX
1956-1977
A handsomely bound, hard-back edition of the first Index that Westerly
has produced can be yours for $8.95 (including postage). It is an essential item for libraries, collectors, and students of Australian literature.
The Index contains a Foreword by the current editors and a Preface
by the compiler, Linda Goldstiver. It contains reference to all material
published in Westerly from the magazine's inception in 1956 until the
end of 1977. Entries are arranged alphabetically according to author
under the following headings: Articles, Poetry, Short Fiction, Drama,
Reviews, Illustrations.
Orders, accompanied by a cheque for $8.95 (made out to Westerly
Index) should be sent to:
The Editors,
Westerly,
English Department,
University of Western Australia,
Nedlands, Western Australia, 6009.
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Fremantle Arts Centre Press
RECENT TITLES
HAT ON THE LETTER 0 and other stories
Nicholas Hasluck
with drawings by Peter Walker
"The Hat On The Letter 0 and other stories" by Nicholas Hasluck shows him as an author
~ensitively alive to moods and atmosphere.
The ten stories in this collection are ellpertly told, displaying a command of language to be
expected from a writer who is also a poet of quiet but vivid performance.
A wide range of subjects is covered by stories which reveal sympathy and discernment, but
their action is generally circumscribed.-J. H. Laurence, The West Australian.
West Coast Writing 7. 160 pages.
ISBN 0 909144 11 7, paper $4.25, 1978.

WESTERLY 11
ed. Bruce Bennett and Peter Cowan
Over the twenty years of its often precarious existence Westerly has published the work <>f
many writers, known and unknown, in the short story, poetry, and articles of literary and
social significance. Always interested in finding new talent, and in the development of prose
and poetry in particular, Westerly has seen many of those it first published go on to a wider
recognition. Now, looking back over twenty one interesting and varied years the present
editors have brought together a representative collection of articles, stories, and poetry which
reflect not only the magazine during that time, but something of the changes in attitudes and
in writing that have taken place in Australia over that period.
This selection should attract a wider readership ... it reflects that literature in this State
(W.A.) is healthy and dynamic.-John Laurence, The West Australian.
272 pages, ISBN 0 909 144 10 9, large format paper. $8.95, 1978.
MEMORIES OF CHILDHOOD a collection of reminiscences
ed. Lee White
with drawings by children of White Gum Valley Primary School
Childhood has been described as the writer's credit balance-an area so rich that to tap it
is to release a string of vivid mental images and remembered emotions that reach across
the years with startling clarity.
Fifteen new and established Western Australian writers contribute to this book. They range
from fledgling poets such as secondary school student Catherine Lazaroo to well-known poets
and prose writers such as T. A. G. Hungerford, Elizabeth Jolley, Mary Durack, Alan Alexander, Alec Choate, and Donald Stuan.
128 pages, ISBN 0909144 14 1, paper $6.95, 1978.
Blackboys & Black Gins
GRASS TREES OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Hal Missingham
With their flower spikes, like the spears of warriors thrusting above the grey-green bush,
Western Australia's blackboys must have presented a strange and ominous welcome to our
early settlers. Since then these remarkable Grass Trees, known for their longevity and slow
rate of growth, have become surrounded by myths and mysteries. Even today little literature
is available on them.
Hal Missingham, who has lived in Perth since he retired as Director of the Art Gallery of
New South Wales, has produced several other impressive photographic books. Living in the
Darling Ranges-where black boys are a spectacular but familiar sight among the ancient
granite outcrops-he has been able to capture the intriguing variety of form and character
that make these Grass Trees so remarkable. In the ten pages of text and the many captions
throughout the book Mr Missingham goes a long way towards unravelling some of the
facts from the myths associated with these unique plants.
It is hoped that publication of this book will heighten public awareness of Western Australia's
Grass Trees.
72 pages, ISBN 0 909144 13 3, large format paper, $5.50, 1978.
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Fremantle Arts Centre Press
SOME FORTHCOMING TITLES
OUT OF WATER INTO LIGHT
Wendy Jenkins
The first volume in a new series called the Shoreline Poetry Series. Ms. Jenkins is a new poet
whose work has appeared in journals and anthologies but who has not yet had a collection
published.
Publication date: February/March 1979.
ON AIR with Catherine King
Julie Lewis
A biography of Catherine King, well known throughout Western Australia for her long
association with ABC Radio. For twenty two years between 1O.45am and 11.30am Catherine
King entered homes throughout Western Australia with the ABC Women's Session.
Publication date: March 1979.
WHITE RIVER and other stories
Justina Williams
A new volume in the West Coast Writing series. Justina is a well known Western Australian
Poet, Short Story writer, and Journalist. She has previously published two poetry volumes
and a local history. Her short stories have been published in various Australian journals and
broadcast on ABC radio.
Publication date: April 1979.
DIARY AND LETTERS OF ADMIRAL SIR C. H. FREMANTLE, G.C.B.
Relating to the Founding of the Colony of WESTERN AUSTRALIA 1829.
With the passing of one hundred and fifty years since the arrival of the first fleet, under the
command of the then Captain Fremantle, and the foundation of Western Australia by Lieut.
Governor Stirling, the Fremantle Arts Centre Press is to publish the Diary and Letters of
Captain Fremantle relating to that historic event. The Diary and Letters were previously
published in 1928 as a Private Edition to commemorate Western Australia's one hundredth
anniversary. This will be the first public edition.
104 page paperback facsimile edition.
Publication date: April 1979.
FREMANTLE Landscapes and People
T. A. G. Hungerford and Roger Garwood
The City of Fremantle is fifty years old in 1979. To help mark the occasion, and to
give Fremantle a pictorial place in Western Australia's 150th anniversary celebrations,
FREMANTLE LANDSCAPES AND PEOPLE is being published.
The text is by well known local writer T. A. G. Hungerford, and the photographs are by
Roger Garwood, who lives and works in Fremantle.
Publication date: June 1979.
CONTEMPORARY WESTERN AUSTRALIAN PAINTERS AND PRINTMAKERS
Ed. Murray Mason
Fifty to fifty five contemporary Western Australian Painters and Printmakers will be represented in the book. Each artist will be represented by a double page spread devoted to his
or her work. Copy will include a photograph of the artist in black and white, a brief
biographical note, a reproduction of drawing, print or painting in black and white, and on
the facing page, a full colour reproduction of another of the artist's works.
The book will also contain a five thousand word introduction written by Murray Mason.
It is hoped that this book will promote and publicise many Western Australian painters and
printmakers whose work is unknown or unsung outside Western Australia.
Publication date: November 1979.
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